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Finance Department
Ordered Not To
Pay Chairlift Figure
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP)
Gov. Julian Carroll said today
he has ordered the Finance
Department not to pay a
1127,000 settlement in the
controversial Cumberland Falls
chairlift cast.
Several weeks ago, before
Carroll took office, Franklin
Circuit Court approved an
agreement under which the
state reimburses Ed Music of
Prestonsburg for his loss in
trying to build the chairlift —
which was canceled after en-
vironmentalists denounced the
project.
Carroll said at a news con-
ference he may ask the court to
review the judgment, and
commented he . found that no
evidence in the case had been
taken.
"I just want to make ab-
solutely certain the state of
Kentucky is required by law to
make payment," the new
governor said. "We are looking
at what legal' procedures are
open to us."
Carroll rejected any
suggestion — such as advanced
by state Sen. Tom Ward, D-
Versailles, that former Parks
Commissioner Ewart Johnson
pay the $127,000.
In answer to other questions,
Carroll indicated he would
remove any county judge who
refuses to enforce the new 80,000
pound weight limit.
He said he believes the coal
operators can live within the
new weight requirements and
predicted it would not damage
major Kentucky highways.
"I want to end the question of
overweight trucks in Ken-
tucky." he said.
Carroll recalled that more
than a decade ago a Campbell
County sheriff was removed for
not doing his duty when then
Gov. Bert Combs took action.
Earlier, Carroll outlined a
reorganization of his office and
said: "If this staff can just
produce one-tenth of one per
cent efficiency in our state
budget, it will be a sound in-
vestment for the people of
Kentucky."
The governor expanded on his
previously revealed plan to
create four major units in the
office.
The internal affairs unit will
be headed by Jack Hall, ex-
ternal affairs by Roy Stevens,
general counsel by JaCk White,
and press secretary by John_.
Nichols.
The salary range of those
aides generally is about $25,000
a year.
Carroll said the internal af-
fairs office will handle items
such as the budget, personnel
and property.
External affairs will deal with
matters such as board ap-
pointments, scheduling of
speeches, security and
legislative Liaison.
The counsel's office will su-
pervise all legal matters, in-
cluding paroles and ex-
traditions.
The press secretary will head
a number of other aides con-
nected with news media rela-
tions and speech writing.
"While we are enthused
about this organizational con-
cept and believe it will work,
we do recognize that it is new
and may need to he refined as
(See Chairlift, Page 14)
Survey Ordered Of All
Personal Care Homes
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — A
survey of conditions in all of
Kentucky's family personal-
care homes was ordered Mon-
day by C. Leslie Dawson, sec-
retary of the state Department
for Human Resources.
Dawson told his staff he
wants all family-care homes,
those with and without state li-
censes, to be checked by the
end of the month.
His instructions came nine
days after two elderly men,
residents of a Jefferson County
"mini home," died of pneu-
monia that stemmed in part
from malnutrition.
City Council
To Meet Thursday
Seven items are included on
the agenda of the Murray City
Council meeting for Thursday,
as released today by Mayor
John Scott.
In addition to routine reports
is the promotion of William
McDougal to -Communications
Sergeant in the Murray Police
Department; the recom-
mendations of a purchasing
agent; the recommendation of
purchases of patrol cars; and
the appointments of Dick
George to the planning. com-
mission and Mayre H. Palmer
city treasurer.
The operators of the home,
Donald Ray and Loretta Mor-
ris, were charged with in-
voluntary manslaughter and
have pleaded innocent.
A department spokesman
said inspection teams "will be
looking for the kinds of things
that would prompt a licensing
check," including sanitary con-
ditions, the level of health care
administered to the residents
and any physical hazards in the
homes.
The spokesman said the sur-
vey "has been in the mill for
some time" and was not
prompted by the two deaths.
Mini homes are private resi-
dences where the owners pro-
vide full-time care and lodging
for elderly or infirm persons in
exchange for a monthly fee.
Operators who take in persons
on public assistance get a max-
imum of $189'a month each, but
other residents who have their
own means of support may pay
$500 a month or more.
In 1973, the homes came un-
der a state law that requires
them to be inspected and li-
censed. However, health offi-
cials have estimated -that only
about one-half of the estimated
1,300 family-care homes in Ken-
tucky are licensed.
The survey will take in all li-
censed arid unlicensed homes
that the department is able to
locate.
Break-Ins Occur
In Concord Area
Sheriff's Department per-
sonnel have investigated two
break-ins in the .New Concord
community, according to
department reports.
The homes of William J.
- - -,Cloudy and 'mak,. rdtalukrti wire
day. Ran likely today, ending
this afternoon. Showers again
Thursday night through Friday.
Highs today and Thursday in
the 54.b. Lows tonight in the up-
per 3,0s to mid 40s. Precipi-
tation probability: • 70 per cent
today, 30 per cent tonight, 30
per cent Thursday.
Weather Forecast
Chance of showers Friday
and Saturday, decreasing
cloudiness on Sunday. Highs
near 5041 and lows mostly in the
las throughout the period.
burglarized sometime between
seven a. m, and noon on Mon-
day, according to Sheriff's
reports.
Taken in the break-in at the
Claxton home was merchandise
valued at over $1,500, including
guns, clothes, and appliances.
No estimate was placed on the
loss at the McClure home,
according to reports.
An investigation is continuing
into these incidents by Sheriff's
personnel.
MARCH OF Dimes State Poster Child, five year old Martha 'lee" Kinsey of Sedalia, meets
Mrs. Jackie Underavood, left, and Mrs. Judy Canupp, members of the Welcome Wagon
Newcomers Club and co-chairman of the March of Dimes drive in Murray and Calloway Coun-
ty, sponsored annually by the Newcomers Club. The business and industry co-chairmen, Eileen
LePosa and Lynn Johnson, said the drive through the business community will be held January
13 to 18 with volunteers enlisting the support of local businesses. The Mothers March of Dimes
will be held later in the month.
U. S. Navy Task Force Moves
Toward Indian Ocean Today
WASHINGTON (AP) — A
powerful Navy carrier task
force sailed toward the Indian
Ocean today as rumblings per-
sist over Secretary of State
Henry A. Kissinger's implied
warning of possible U.S. mili-
tary action in a grave oil emer-
gency.
The six-ship task force, led
by the 85,000-ton nuclear-pow-
ered aircraft carrier Enter-
prise, was expected to enter the
Indian Ocean within a few days
after a voyage from the U.S.
7th Fleet base in Subic Bay, the
Philippines.
The Pentagon acknowledged
the Enterprise's sailing but de-
clined to identify its destina-
tion. However, sources said the
carrier, the nuclear-propelled
guided missile cruiser Long
Beach, two destroyers, a supply
ship and an oiler were bound
for the Indian Ocean.
Pentagon spokesman William
Beecher said Tuesday the task
force was on an operational
mission but he denied reports it
was bound for waters off South
Vietnam, where government
Sitter Referral
Service Planned
By Local Center
The Sitter Referral Service,
developed by the Murray-
Calloway County Com-
prehensive Care Center, will
begin operation January 13,
according to a spokesman for
the center.
This program, created for
those needing sitting services
for the mentally retarded,
emotionally disturbed, aged,
and physically handicapped,
refers a volunteer to sit with
these children or adults with
special needs.
All sitters are carefully
chosen and have a variety of
personal references. In ad-
..clition„,they lianizailicipated in
a'rtraining session at the
Comprehensive Care Center.
Volunteers range in ages and
backgrounds and include high
school students, college
students and housewives. The
suggested fee, payable to the
sitter, is 75 cents per hour.
Information concerning this
service may be obtained by
contacting the coordinators of
the service, Rebecca Adkins,
psychiatric nurse, or Phyllis
Underwood,' 'mental health
specialist. at 753-6622. •
troops have been reeling under
Communist attack.
The White House affirmed
the Pentagon statement. At the
same time, President Ford was
described as watching develop-
ments in South Vietnam close-
ly.
Congress has banned any
U.S. bombing or other military
action in Indochina. Any such
move would require prior con-
gressional approval, officials
agreed.
In Honolulu, Adm. Noel Gay-
ler, commander of U.S. mili-
tary forces in the Pacific, said
it was "difficult to imagine"
any circumstances under which
American troops would be sent
back to Vietnam.
Speaking on the NBC-TV "To-
day Show" to be broadcast
Thursday, Gayler said the pos-
sible fall of the Thieu regime—
or any regime in South Viet-
nam would not be circum-
stances for intervention by U.S
troops.
Defense sources Insisted no
show of force was intended in
the voyage of the Enterprise
group through the South China
Sea. These sources indicated
the task force would come no
closer than about 350 miles
from the South Vietnamese
coast.
Pentagon officials said the
Air Conditioning
And Refrigeration
Class Is Planned
The 'Murray Area Vocational
Education Center will offer a
class in Air Conditioning and
Refrigeration, Part II, begin-
ning January 13 at 6:300. m.
The class will be held on
Monday and Thursday evenings
from 6:30 until 9:30 p. m.
Most of the class will be shop
work -_working on individual
refrigerators, air conditioners,
?is: Veen that ;I:alrlialserriles
12 week -Air •ConditI)ning and
Refrigeration class ate eligible
to attend. A $5.00 registration.
fee will be due the first class
night.
Jack D. Ward, owner and
operator of the Murray Service
Company, will be the teacher
for the class.
To register, call the scheol at
753-1870 between the hours of
8:00 a. m. and 3:30p iii. or visit
the school at 18th at Sycarnere.
Murray. Said James Lawson,
principal.
impending month-long Indian
Ocean cruise of the Enterprise
with its 80 warplanes had been
planned for weeks. The six
ships will replace another task
force headed 'by the carrier
Constellation, which left the In-
dian Ocean. about a month ago,
The United States has been
rotating naval groups in and
out of the Indian Ocean on a
fairly regular basis since late
(See Navy, Page 14)
City School Board
To Meet Thursday
Several items are included on
the agenda for the Murray
Board of Education meeting
Thursday.
In addition to routine matters
are: collection of school taxes;
pre
-OSHA visit; personnel
recommendations; school
visitation; NSBA convention;
and the superintendent's report,
which includes the appointment
of a budget committee, the
policy revisory committee, and
a review of the Murray High
Band Orange Bowl trip.
WASHINGTON (Al') 
—
Faced with the responsibilities
of being in an overwhelming
majority, House Democrats are
preparing an economic package
which includes a tax cut as an
antidote to one of the nation's
deepest postwar economic re-
cessions.
Dwane Jones
Is Candidate,
Circuit Clerk
Dwane Jones of Murray has
announced his candidacy for the
office of Circuit Court Clerk of
Calloway County.
Presently employed as a
salesman and. - :accounts
receivable bookkeeper at
Thurman Furniture Store,
Murray, Jones stated that he
would resign this position
January 19 in order to devote as
much time as possible to per-
sonally contacting the tax-
payers of Calloway County to
discuss with them the vital
importance of this office to the
people of this community.
Joness,-"Prior employment
includes a position at Crass
Furniture and management of
the old Railroad Salvage Store
in Murray. He is a graduate of
Kirksey High School and at-
tended Murray State University
for VI years as a Business
Administration major. —
A member of the Grace
Baptist Church, Jones serves as
a church deacon, church
organist, church clerk, and
teacher of the Young Peoples
Sunday School Class. He has
also served as both nresident
Dwane Jones
and secretary of the Calloway
County Singing Convention.
Jones and his wife, the former
Freda Davis, reside with their
daughter, Susan, first grade
student at Carter Elementary
School, in the Bagwell Manor
Subdivision area of Murray.
The Circuit Court Clerk
candidate is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. J. D. Jones of the Kirksey
Community and the brother of
Mrs. Ben (Jane) Nix of Murray
Route Two.
ORANGE BOWL PLAQUE — Mike Conner, Murray High
School Tiger Band president, presented principal Eli Alexan-
der with a plaque for the school's trophy case. The in-
scription on the plaque, which was presented to the band by
the Orange BMA! Committee of Miami, reads: "We were
there, Orange Bowl Festival, Miami, Fla. King Orange jam-
boree 'Parade, Top Award to Murray High School Band,
Murray, Ky., whose valued participation was an outstanding
contribution to the great success of the Dec ember 31, 1974,
Orange Bowl Festival." (Additional Photos on Page 15)
15' Per Copy 2 Sections — 20 Pages
Tax Cut Proposed As
Antidote For Economy
Rep. Jim Wright, D-Tex.,
charrman of the Democratic
task force, said Albert most
likely would release his group's
proposals before Ford's address
to Congress but denied there
was any race to beat the Presi-
dent to the punch.
. White House Press Secretar)'
Ron Nessen denied that Ford's
accelerated schedule was re-
lated to a poll showing public
confidence in his economic
management has plunged to 11
PercentAnother measure of the eco-
nomic slump came Tuesday
when Commerce Department
officials said the economy may
have declined by 2 per cent last
year, the largest calendar year
drop in the groSs national prod-
uct since 1946 and a bigger de-
dine then the last two reces-
sions of 1969-70 and 1960-61.
There have been declines
larger than 2 per cent within
12-month periods, notably a 3.9
per cent Slide during the
of the 1958 recession.
In the last two recessions,
there was an over-all drop of
1.5 per cent in 1969-70 and a 1.6
Per cent decline in 1960-61.
A 10
-member task force ap-
pointed by Speaker Carl Albert
last month to develop recession
remedies has tentatively de-
cided on a sizeable tax cut for
low
-and middle
-income tax-
payers, credit allocation, inter-
est rate reductions and more
public services jobs for. the 
unemployed.
Rep. Richard H. Fulton, D-
Tenn., a member of the task
force, said he hoped Congress
would enact the program within
90 days.
The panel is expected to com-
plete its work Thursday and
next Monday and present the
package to Albert before Con-
gress begins its new session
Tuesday.
The Democratic task force is
trying to speed up its work be-
cause the White House in-
dicated Tuesday that President
Ford may move up his sched-
uled Jan. 20 State of the Union
address, when he is expected to
announce the administration's
antirecession program.
The Ford administration also
is weighing a tax reduction pro-
oosal.
Truck Weight Limits In
State Same As Federal
FRANKFORT, Ky. (API —
Truck weight limits on major
Kentucky roads are now
identical to limits set by a new
federal law.
President Ford signed the
measure Saturday that in-
creases allowable gross truck
weights on interstate highways
from 73,280 to 80,000 pounds.
Kentucky Secretary of
Transportation Billy Paxton
said he signed an order Dec. 26
putting Kentucky weight limits
in compliance with anticipated
federal law. That order became
effective Saturday.
Paxton said in a telephone
interview Tuesday that the
weight limit is now 80,000
pounds on all so-called "triple
a" roads suitable for heavy
loads.
Prior to his order, maximum
truck weights in Kentucky were
82,000 pounds or the load limits
of the bridges used by trucks.
The exception was for in-
terstates or roads built with
federal funds, which had a limit
of 73,280 pounds.
Opponents of the federal
measure charged it would
result in damage to the
pavement because of the
movement of heavier loads.
Paxton, however, said he
doubted that relaxed limits
would increase road damage.
"There should be no problem
with the increase," he said.
"It's only about a 10 per cent
increased tolerance.
"When the roads were built
I'm sure they were built for that
kind of tolerance."
Paxton said fear of road
damage stems from what
overweight trucks have done to
industrial haul roads.
He also discounted the
Court Asked To
Reverse Increase
Of Telephone Rates
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP —
The Kentucky Court of Appeals
has been asked to reverse the
approval of a 1972 telephone
rate increase by the Public
Service Commission I PSC).
The increase, approved in Oc-
tober 1972, provided South Cen-
tral EtejL. Telephope,.4- 
-
added-8152 million a year.
The attorney general's Con-
surner Protection Division, con-
tending the PSC action was
"unlawful and unreasonable,-
appeal." the decision to Frank-
lin Circtit Court.
The PSC ruling was upheld
by Franklin Circuit Judge Hen-
ry Meigs, however, and the at-
torney general's office has
asked the ('hurt of Appeals to
review the decision.
The action does not affect
South central Bell's recent re-
quest for another rate increase
possibility of reduced traffic
safety because of the increased
weight limits, saying it would be
safer to have trucks weighing
(See Trucks, Page 14)
Burley
Continues
Downward
LOUISVILLE, KY. (AP) —  
The total volume was off
1,476,440 pounds from Monday's
receipts at the state's burley
tobacco markets Tuesday and
the average price per hun-
dredweight dropped 94 cents to
$113.59..
The "Per hundredweight
average had not been so low
since the ..third day of sales Nov.
27 when the average was
$112.54.
Springfield's $117.41 was the
top price reported on the sale of
611,806 pounds. It was the fourth
day since the start of sales Nov.
25 that Springfield had the top
average price.
Hopkinsville had an average
of $116.44 on 477,498 pounds and
Mt. Sterling markets reported a
per hundredweight average of
$116.39 with volume of 686,454
pounds.
The lowest average per
hundredweight price paid to
burley growers was $100.87 at
London where volume was
358,148 pounds. London has
recorded the low average nine
of the 18 selling days.
Lexington's average was
$116.21 on receipt of 3,677,217
pounds of leaf and Maysville
was next in volume at 1,668.911
pounds. The average price pet
hundredweight at Maysville 
_
was $111.82.
There were no sales con-
ducted at Paducah, Henderson
.ind Franklin and no report ysts
received from Louisville
markets.
Owensboro ;Ind Glasgoii
markets announced final sales '
would be held .lan. 15.
One sucker type 35 tobacco
brought an average of $75.17 per -
hundredweight at Franklin,
Green River type 36 sold for an
average per hundredweight of
iittfain1
at Owensboro,.
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Overpopulators in-
creasingly unpopular
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ATIETYT"To—u were much too easy on '"Proud
Mother'. who was proud of the fact that "God" had given
her 13 children. (Why blame God alone? Surely she had a
husband.)
Proud Mother resented being criticized for the size of her
family, saying she didn't ask anyone else to raise or feed
them. If she is so proud of 13. perhaps she would be twice as
proud with 26. Even if she quit with 13, consider the
possibilities land you will need a calculator I if each,. of her
- children multiplies at the same rate. In two generations she
- have been responsible for 18'2 people!!! This number
, becomes significant when one considers the amount of food
and gasoline they will consume in their lifetimes.
While the good lady has been-busy making maximum use
of God's gift of procreation, she's ignored God's additional
gifts of reason based on accumulated knowledge. -
Overpopulation and the exhausting of unrenewable
natural resources is everybody's business.
CONCERNED IN CALIF
DEAR CONCERNED: You were not the only one who
expressed concern over Proud Mother's attitude, .
Briefly, sin& the world'a resouries are limited, we can't
continue to provide for a population that daily produces
1145,000 new mouths to feed Obviously, we must either
decrease our birthrate or increase our deathrate. The choice
is up to us.
DEAR ABBY: My mother, who lives in Utah, came to
i visit my husband and me for two weeks.
Ir--- We Five M a small apartment with only a double bed in the
— li —bedroom and a sofa in the living room.
My husband is 6 ft. 5- and weighs 260. and he couldn't
1 ,. sleep on the sofa. My mother is 72, and has a bad back, so
she couldn't sleep on the sofa either.
, We didn't want to go to the expense of renting a bed. and
, l' -we didn't know anyone who could lend us one, so I slept on
2 the sofa and my husband and my mother slept in the double
P-- bed. (My mother slept in all her clothes plus my husband's
raincoat . )
We have had nothing by criticism from the relatives since
this story got around Do you see anything wrong with this
setup? NEW YORKER
DEAR N.Y.'er: Ne. What wee their beef!
DEAR ABBY: I am a 29-year-old woman whii-Tee —aa
though she has been reborn.
It took me 13 months. but I lost 94 pounds It has
changed my life,,,Abby I still consider myself ugh but
least I'm not fat any more and I can talk to ;ripple withoul
isolling ashamed.
tverybody tells me how great I look. except this one
lieson at-work. She keeps saying. -You look so sickly and
I liked you better the other way You don't look like
yourself You are TOO thin now" Abby. I burn up like a
match when she talks that way I worked so hard to lose
that weight, and for her to put me down Just about kills me
I can't ignore her because we work together and I see her
every day
What makes a person so mean?
THIN AND LOVING IT
DEAR THIN: Your co-worker is either isaredibly
leataafttve, or' dies got playing with • fulr. Maybe
she's jealeus.i Tune her oot
Everyone has • problem What's yeiars7 For a personal
reply, write to ABBY Boa No 09700. L.A. Calif 90069
Enclose stamped. tieltaddressed areelope. please
Hate to write letters' Seed SI to Abigail Van Buren. 132
Lasky Dv, Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212. for Abby's booklet
"How to Write Letters foe All Occasions' Please enclose •
41ong. self-addreseed. stamped I 20t ens elope
Wednesday. January II
Arts and Crafts Club will not
meet this month.
Mason's Chapel United
Methodist Church Women will
meet at seven p.m.
Ruth Wilson Circle of the
First United Methodist Church
Women will meet at the home of
'MA Jame.; Fisher at 7.30 p.m
Wednesday, imagery I
Murray Open Duplicate
Bridge Club will meet at
Gleason Hall at seven p m
Thursday, January 9
Dexter Homemakers Club
will meet at the home of Mrs.
Pansy Pritchett at 9:30 a.m.
Hardin
-Berkley lodge No. 567
F. Si A. M. will meet at seven
p.m with work to be in the E. A
Vgionts, city y4.-
iudg juns and earatutioner.
Dr. Hughie Lawson Speaks On "Daniel
Morgan And Battle Of Cowpens" At
The Captain Wendell ()try
Chapter of the Daughters of the
American Revolution held its
December meeting in the lovely
home of Mrs. Clifton Key.
Mrs. John A. Nance,
treasurer and ex-regent,
presided in the absence of Mrs.
John J. Livesay, regent, and
opened the meeting with the
DAR Ritual. Mrs. Nance in-
troduced the guest speaker, Dr.
Hughie Lawson of the Murray
State - University - -History
Department.
Dr. Lawson chose as his
subject, "Daniel Morgan and
the Battle of the Cow-pens,"
saying it was a subject ap-
propriate to the celebration of
the Bi-Centennial year.
The speaker gave an anaylsis
of the character and at-
tairunents of the Revolutionary
War General explaining the
factors which fitted him for
command, not on his wikl
backwoods folio s but of
regular troops as
Dr. Lawson sai organ was
a Virginian of emocratic
background, son if an , iron-
master, and at a early age
broke off relatio with hit'
father and mo d to the
Shenandoah Vail which at
that time was I rgely un-
populated wilder making
him a frontiers fl. Morgan
was six feet tall, w I muscled,
and a frontiersma wrestler,
and rough and to le fighter,
whose temper a • language
were explosive, but -u.ally kept
under rigid control.
Shrewd
The speaker said • gen was
a shrewd trader a a depen-
dable wagoner and built up
a thriving trade as mar and
wagon master of his own
business. Morgan iencad
his first taste of r while'
handling his wag • during'
Braddock's defeat by the
French and Indiana it was
also at this period of life that
he formed a lasting dislike of
the British Military. For
knocking down an officer,
Morgan was sentenced to
receive a cruel lashing.
Morgan, a very strong man,
remained conscious during the
punishment, and afterwards
claimed to have counted each
stroke of the whip as it fell.
"The sergeant who was doing
the whipping lacked one stroke
of giving me the full five hun-
dred," *would say, but I did
not remind him of it." He bore
the scars of that terrible beating
to hie grave.
At the beginning of the
Revolution, Morgan was made
captain over his Virginia
Riflemen and most of his men
were captured while attempting
to take Quebec. In 1776 Morgan
was among the prisoners who
were ,e_schanged and he then
served under Gate, playing a
leading part in the defeat of
Burgoyne's Troops at Saratoga.
Later he served/ under
Washington. In 1777; in poor
health and irked that Congress
had passed him over for
promotion to brigadier general,
M6rgan retired.
itetanis To Battle
Dr. Lawson said a year later
that Morgan returnedto service
in the South with General
Nathaniel Greene.. Cornwallis,
with the backing of many
loyalists, was attempting to
seize control of the region. In
three major battles in the
Carolinas, Cornwallis' final
England will have lust her
Colonies."
"Cowpens was the battle
which gave full scope to
Morgan's military genius," Dr.
Lawson said. "His troops
consisted of both militia and
continentals. His opponent in
the coming battle was Tarleton,
known to Americans as 'But-
cher' or 'No Quarter' Tarleton
for his merciless attitude
toward our troops."
Dr. Lawson said "Morgan
stationed a part of his Militia in
the front line with orders to fire
one shot as the enemy advanced
and then rim to the rear as if in
panic. A second line of militia
was ordered to follow the same
tactics, except that they were to
fire twice before running.
Tarleton's men were unaware
of Morgan's seasoned Con-
tirentaLsoldiees and his two
hundred crack Cavalrymen
stationed in the rear, and
thinking ' they had only un-
trained militia to oppose them,
broke ranks and charged
wildly, in complete disorder,
after the fleeing militiarrien.
. They were brought up short,
caught in a pincen's movement
between the regular American
Troops and the Militiamen who
were all around them, and who
seemed suddenly to have
regained their courage.
Tarleton was decisively
defeated, and became no more
a menace to Americans, while
Daniel Morgan and the Battle of
The Cowpens became an on.defeat at Yorktown was portant part of our countrits
assured. The battles were hLs.tory."
King's Mountain, Cowpens, and ' 'Mothers and- guests of theGuilford Courthouse.. Cora---"bAR thanked Dr. Lawson for
-clamed-litItChfutlhoundwas 
• bringing otthoemne 
of 
tha6stviovid
at Guilfor .
his army was forced to portant eventt,in the American,ke for Yorktown in such , story said Mrs. Nance.pleted condition that oft( I
ding his report, an English
tesman wryly remarked that
more such victory as that
at Guilford Courthouse, and
LeLeche Lee me Re Meetings Oesseutessw 719Men Exwmaion epaaialists at
the UK CCalla. Of Aericu I %WOOn Breartfoiding Fo Baby Wit!? When you 1141
 
,"distressed
First Thursdy At ce Home
The LaLeche La
Murray announces the
series of four meetings
to assist the breas
mother with the grasp
in the home of Mrs.
Bruce, 1621 Hamilt
Thursday, January 9
a In
Meetings will be
Thursday, Februar
Thursday, March I
Thursday, April NI, 05
various aspects of the
relationship
Thursday. Januar
Hazel Citizens will
seven p iii at the Hazel
Hall to discuss the pur
the Hazel School lunche
a community center.
terestecl persons are twit
attend
Cumberland Presbyt
Women of North Plea
Grove Church will meet at
home of Rev. and W
Glover at seven p. m
Town and Co
Homemakers Club will
the home of Verona Groga
7.30 p. m.
Baptist Women of Elm
Church will meet at the
Mrs. Charles Rurkeen at I
a m A potluck lunchon .111
served
Welcome Wagon New
Club will meet at the
munity ROOM. Federal Savi
and Loan, Main and 7th Stree
at 7 30 p m
2 —• • •
LaLeche league of Mu
will meet at the home of M
James Bruce, 1621 Hamilton
ten a m
Camp 592 of the Woodmen
the World will meet at the W
Hall at seven p. m
Friday, January 10
North Murray Homemaker.
Club will meet at the home of
Mrs. Fred Ginnie: at 1100 p ni
• *eta for each sessi
will as fo/lowir. -The Aa-
Breastfeeding to
Mi and Baby" for January;
"The- of Breastfeeiling and
Overc• Difficulties" for
; "The Baby Arrives;
The F 'ly and the,areastfed
Baby" \ Marvin; >liutrittin
and We • " for April.
The leader will he
Mrs. Foster, an ap-
proved' League 'leader
who is • a table on a 2lf-
hour ba s for telephone
connulia to the, nursing
eouple...F further information
call
`f/ ,
AM iv interested in, good
mothering 'through breast
fkidihg ar elcome to come;
Mrs. Bruce id. Discussions
are inform 1 and nursing
mothers babies , are
especially
meat"-etits Which have dark-
ened in coll3r4seduced ,for
quick sale at your .groc‘m.
stop for a .closer look. Such
cuts are ''ten real bargains,
.according tp Extension
specialists in consumer eco-
.,nomics. HoWever, overaged
Cgroundj Meat, which can
become contaminated more
easily, is ,not a good nuy. In
'any case, kit a good idea to
know the policy of the store
that is selling the meat, the
specialists pent
Duplicate Bridge
Club Meets Tonight
• '& Murray Open Duplicate
'Bridge Club will meet tanight
(Wednesday ) at seven p. m. at
Gleason Hall, North 12th and
Payne Streets.
All interested • persons are
invited. Persons may.. bring
their own Partner ,,oti tome
singly and .be paired at, 'the
bridge session.
Miss Joanna Haley Crowned Farmington's
1974-75 Basketball Queen
MISS JOANNA HALEY, seated, was recently
crowned basEetbell queen at Farmington NighSchool. Her attendants won, left to right,freshman, Miss Donna Usher; sophomore, Miss
Entering the gym amid a
beautiful "Winter_
Wonderland" setting, were
eight girls from.
Farmuigton , High School
who were ca tes for
the School's 1974-75
basketball queen. The
candidates assembled
before a stage decorated
with white snow-like trees,
sleigh and reindeer and a
kpow family. The focal
*it of the stage was a
ite tree decorated
in ts and red bows.
When the candidates had
entered the gym with their
'escorts, the coveted
announcement was made
known to the audience and
the queen candidates The
1974-75 Basketball Queen IS
Miss Joanna Haley
Shelia Adams; Bob Mangrum and David Nanny,
representing the ball team; junior, Miss Anita
Myers, and senior, Miss Jennie Sims. Crown
bearer is Miss Valerie Grantham.
Joanna, a senior, is the .
_daughter of Mr. end -Mrs
John E. Haley of Route 1,
--Kirksey. Her escort for the
evening was David Nanny
Named senior attendant
to the queen was Miss
Jennie Sims. She is the
. daughter of Mr. and Mrs
Charles ASils. Junior
attendant w Miss Anita
Myers, tersiiMr. and
_Mrs. Jackie Myers. Chosen
as sophornore attendant
was Miss Shelia Adams,
, daughter of Mr and Mrs.
Jesse Adams. The
freshman attendant was
Miss Donna Usher,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Ray Usher.
Other candidates
This machine washable and dry-
sb)e yarn is permanantly moth-
proofed, non-allergic, and colorfast.
Suitable for all hand knitting and
drocheting. 4 oa„ 4 ply 
participating in the queen
crowning were Junior, Lesa
Smith, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Kenny Smith:
sophomore, Rebekah
Moreland, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Vester Moreland,
and Mary Ann Riley.
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
John Riley
Crown bearer for -the-
event was Miss Valerie
Grantham, daughter of Mr
and Mrs. Jerry Grantham_
Bob Mangrum, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Porter Mangrum,
represented the team and
crowned Miss Haley. David
Nanny, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Claude Nanny, escorted the
queen and presented her
flowers on behalf of the ball
team and the cheerleaders.
' 100% DUPONT ORLON SAYELLE YARN
Made of 100% Orion acrylic, this 4-ply Sunning worsted yarn is machine
washable, mothproof, and nonpilliniN • It is available at your MoniqueFabrics shop in a wide range of stunning fashion colors. c4 ox.
Regular 7.29 
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May Wedding Planned
Miss Denise Ross
Mr. and Mrs. David Ross of Benton Route Five announce the
engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter,
Denise, to Randy Pace, son of Mr. and Mrs. J. D. alsurnian)
Pace of Murray.
Miss Ross is a junior at Murray State University. Mr. Pace is
employed by the Grecian Steak House, Murray.
The wedding will be sole ized on *nday, May 19;t seven p.
m. at the Calvary Te teeostal Church, Highway. 641
SouUi, Murray:"
All friends and relatives of the couple are invited to attend.
Samd Hewing Say Disaiminstion
Be Heki At Frenklat Thursay
FRANKFORT, Ky.-The
second in a series of statewide
public hearings on sex
discrimination will be held by
the Kentucky Commission on
Women on Jan. 9, from 7 to
9' 'p.m. at Ashland
Community College, Room
321, 1400 College Drive in
Ashland.
The first hearing was held
in Bowling Green on Nov. 7,
1974, with 65 area woinewie..--
attendance . According to
Marie Abrams, chairperson of
the commission, "We want to
see more women attend this
hearing and invite all
individuals, women and men,
to participate. We encourage
women to make ,public
statements regarding
problems involving sex
discrimination in securing
employment, salary, credit,
insurance, housing and
adequate child care.."
Information from vanotis
state agencies will be available
and resource people will be
For Information
Rogarding
Electrolysis
(Porrnonaent
Itornoval of Hair)
Call 753-8856
present to answer questions
Confidential complaints will
be honored - with forms
included in the informational
packet for women not
wishing to make a public
statement.
The commission works in
affiliation with other state
agencies in solving complaints
and in seeking ways to assist
w &It f n with problems.
, Adequate child care will be
available for women who
need to bring their children.
For further information,
contact the Kentucky
Commission on Women, 212
Washington Street, Frankfort,
Ky. 40601„ or telephone
502-564-6643.
PERSONALS •
HOLIDAY GUESTS
Mr. and Mrs. Gene Fairchild
and son, Mark, of Greenwood,
Ind.., spent the Christmas
weekend with Mr. Fairchild's
parents, Mr. and Mt's. Norman
Klapp, Canterbury DKive, and
Mrs. Fairchild's mother, Mrs.
Cletus Hubbs, Beale Street.
Also visiting Mrs., Hubbs Were
another daughter, Mrs. Bill
Sparks, Mr. Sparks, and
children, Richard David and
Andrea of Creve Cosier, Mo.,
and her son, "Sonny" Hubbs,
his wife, and children, Stan.
Scot, and Jerimy,., ILYnn, 'of
cp, Eh, Murrm,
Ledger 5. Vanes
eo
North Fork News
Many Out Of Town Gliests Vistt in Homes in iNiva
"Each Has His Own
- Desige-Subject,
Mrs. Hart's Talk
Mrs. George S. Hart
presented a slide-talk for
members of Chapter M of
P.E.O. Monday evening,
January 6, at the home of Mrs._
Olga Freeman, Hazel.
Emphasizing her subject,
"Each Has His Own Design,"
Mrs. Hart selected nes fromftVher recent world to when
blended together eyed "a
fabric of beauty and love."
The interesting and
e4ocation.1-piettiee-discus5Inn -
began in India and ended in'
Murray with a mixture of
"many tapestries" which ap-
pealed to the speaker. She was
assisted by Mrs. A. C.
LaFollette who also made the
same world tour- the past
summer.
Following the program, Mrs-.
Maurice P. Christopher,
president,. conducted the_
regular business meeting.
Devotions -were given by Mrs-.---
A. H. Titsworth. Reports were .
heard from _lyfrs-...Freettah,
recording seCretary, Mrs. H. L.
Oakley, corresponding
. secretary, Mrs. John C.
Quertermous, treasurer, and
Miss Ann Herron, Cottey
College chairman. -
Miss Herron assisted Mrs.
Freeman in serving a delicious
salad plate to the following Alm° 4-H Club Organized;
. Mrs. George S. Hart
Msmembers: sdarnes Edwatg
Nunnefee
christopher, A. C.
LaFollette, A. H. Titsworth,
Harry M. Sparks, John C.
Quartermous', L. J. Hortin,
James Berhow (Mayfield),
Paul W. Sturm, Larrie N. Clark,
Morgan E. Sisk, George S. Hart,
arid H. L. Oakley.
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More Divorces Among
Young People. Seen
NEW HAVEN. Cam. (AP)
Today's rapid crumbling of so-
cial traditions is likely to pro-
duce a continuing high U.S. di-
vorce rate, according to several
social counselors.
"We see more young people
who do get divorced, and I
think we'll be seeing more,"
counselor Jane Markle of New
Haven said in an interview.
"It is not that they take mar-
riage lightly or that some of
them are not fearful of going it
alone, but because of their un-
willingness to continue in an
unrewarding relationship."
The divorce rate has nearly
doubled since 1960.
Eugene Eliasoph and Robert
Singer, counselors who work as
a team, said erosion of the nu-
clear family as we knew it a
generation or more ago is in-
creasing the likelihood of di-
vorce.
Then -there were two or
three wage earners in a family
and there was often an aunt or
grandmother to share in child
care," Singer said.
"Now two parents are re-
sponsible for all the nurturing."
"Maybe that I., why men and
women are seeking solace in
others outside the tamily,"
Ellasoph added. "It is In effort
to spread the pressures people
are feeling. It is a way of
breaking out to more extended
relationships."
Mrs. Markle, who prefers the
title Ms., said young people are
less afraid than older people of
returning to a life alone be-
cause chanke has been a more
recent part of their lives.
"For them society has
recently opened more doors
and provided more options,"
said Ms. Markle, a counselor at
the Center for the Person in
Transition.
"The older person worries
more about the need for twin
at
Report
January 6, 1475
ADULTS IV
NURSERY it
NO NEWRottN Atimissi
DISMISSALS
Howell Doores, lit
Kirksey, Master Micha f.
Parrish, New Concord. iss
Sharon D. Gordon, 2,
Calvert City, Mrs. Ma M.
Miller and Baby Girl, 6,
Benton, James I). Futrell, t.
1347' Sturray, Mr!! ary'
Diane Trenholm.24 Fairview,
Paris, Tenn., Mrs Sarah H.
Panzera, 401 Kentucky Ave.,
Murray, Hulon I. Sliger, 510S.
'6th., hearsay, Terry J. Mulfins,
Rt. S-Boa 2395, Murray, Wallace
D..Sc.arboraigh. 905 Fairlane;
Murray, Mrs. Beulah A. Lents,
2.114rajig_Ave,., Ihdurcey;
Thvi, Fern Terrace'
lodge. Murray, Mrs Lela B
Miller, Rt. 2-Box 62, Murray,
Mrs Vivian R Watkins, 802
Sunny lane, Murray,. Mrs.
Donnie Cunninghatn rexpirecit..
Rt. 2.43ot 316. Murray.
alone. This person has less
choice in work, social life and
other opportunities."
All three counselors said
more women than men seek
guidance in divorce even
though men are less likely to
discuss their problems with oth-
ers
-Men reject counseling be-
cause they consider it a sign of
weakness and because of the
cultural bias that men are not
supposed to have feelings,'
said Ehasoph, director of the
New Haven Center for Human
Relations
Those who seek professional
help "tend to want pat an-
swers, rules and formulas, sort
of a 'how-to-divorte.' "he said
"It is a training process to get
them to think, to begin to look
within themselves for what
they really feel. Somehow wom-
en are more in touch with
themselves."
Women's divorce problerns
deal more with how to adjust to
being le members of
society am, the counselors
said.
A
Wa
Unnior
mg Suit
ELEGANT—The pr.',
match, a trio
separable' separate; , qt
made for each other The,
sleeveless picket with
smooth genuine kr other
front is color-cued to A A
silky*nit Shirt and, solid
Mit& all in the same
Creamy ivory Easy-rare
fabrics and dry-cleanable
lealher Make their looks
as 'practical, as they are
perfect. (Fashioned by
By Mrs. R. I). Key
December 23, 1974
Mr. and Mrs. Gaylon Morris,
Michelle Morris, Mrs. Gloria
Jenkins, and Mrs. Tommy
Jenkins visited Mr. and Mrs. R.
D. Key Monday afternoon.
- Bro. and Mrs. Jerry Lee,
Howard Morris, and Mrs. Jessie
Paschall visited Mr. and Mrs.
R. D. Key Wednesday at-
ternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Wyatt,
Ginger and Guy, from Nash-
ville, Tenn., and Bro. and Mrs.
Glynn Orr, Rickie and Bryan,
visited the Glynn Orr family
over the weekend.
Mrs. Douglas Vandyke is sick
with a cold. Mr. and Mrs. Jack
Wyatt visited her Saturday
afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Wilburn Martin
Sharon Walker Elected President
An organizational meeting
for the ALmo Warriors 4-H Club
was held at North Elementary
School with officers being
elected ,.who are as follows:
Sharon Walker, president,.
Karen Walker, vice-president;
Tisha Bucy, treasurer; Kathy
Walker, secretary; Donna
Walker, reporter; Jeff Thorn
and Angie Thweaft, scrapbook
leaders.
.The enrollment of the club is
eighteen with ten men4ers
being present at the mee
Refreshments were served.
Sharon Walker,. presid
presided _a_t_the,..:,--,Dec. efri er
rneting • held at. No th
Elementary.
Elected as reporter was
Senger Coursey to replace
Donna Walker who resigned,
and as secretary was Cornelia
Jackson to succeed Kathy
Walker who also resigned.
Project books were
diStributed 
by_
Rachel Jackson
and Jeanette Walker, com-
munity leaders. Dues ' were
collected for refreshments for
'the coating year.
Games were played and
refreshments were served to
the' eleven members present.
The meeting was from three to
four p.m.
•
_REcErrraff-sTs
Mrs. James V. Edwards and
son, Jeffrey, and daughter,
Jeanne, of Sedalia, Mo., were
the recent guests of her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Work-
man, Penny-Airport Road.
and Mr. and Mrs. Lilburn
Martin visited Bro. and Mrs.
Warren Sykes Monday night.
Mr. and Mrs. Lunie Holland
visited the Bro. Warren Sykes
family Thursday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Wyatt and
Guy and Ginger visited Mrs.
Ella Morris, Bro. and Mrs.
Warren Sykes and Mr. and Mrs.
R. D. Key on Saturday af-
ternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Gaylon Morris
avinsdit.edMrtiso. roRldalpuhpaGe:11:omother
Henry County Hospital Wed-
nesday night.
Bro. Vaden visited Mrs. Ella
Morris Saturday morning.
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Hopkins
and son, Mike, of Chicago, Ill.,
arhoelida.trtsysi.ting Mr. and Mrs,
Taylor Owen and Mr. and M.
Rufus Hopkins during the
Mr. and Mrs. Odelle' Hopkins
and children,rKaten, Kenny,
Kim, and Kirk, fcon-itiefOrinati
spent the weekend With Mr, and
TMor..rs  and Mrs.
rn Wilson. 
MO. .m Wilson had
Mfifier Mr.
,a143 . Cler Wilson and
La, ' Mr. a rs.Malurri
Ke.., a Mr. a 4
 
rs, Odelle
R.' and c
Mra nn Orr at-
rds crerkte :ed urch
Mrs. rnol Borl
2/3 fl, oz.
Neo-Synephrine
Nasal
Spray
Reg Adults 97C
Reg. 1.33
Mild(Child's) 87It
Reg. 1.12
Helps open breath-
ing passages.
Tylenol
Tablets
100'6
10'67
Reg. 2.44
Can't take aspirin"
Tylenol has aceta-
minophen for safe,
fast pain relief,
Rank sunif .,.
Humidifier/Vaporizer
REG. 8.8n 6.97
Vaporizes 1 1-oz. per hour. Sei-
lubricating motor.
Puffs Foxoial
TissuesReg
.47C Ea
Alka-Si,it zer
Reg. 6/
3o970
• Soft. non-abrasive tissues to comfort xour
whpn CO Ids or Al 1.814504.4WWV! you wit
ur Choice:
eg.. t6 '1.54.
_g_14pisinstts---a, comp ,gupre sant; Ny
nAtirof a decongestant an antihistami
n en/!SC and an antitusSive
and Mr. and Mrs. Vergil
Paschall visited Mr. and Mrs.
R. D. Key Sunday afternoon.
Miss Linda Hayes of Tip-
tonville visited Bro. and Mrs
Warren Sykes last week.
Peggy Cornwell and David
Graves visited Bro. and Mrs.
Warren Sykes Wednesday
night.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Wyatt
attended church at Birds Creek
Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Gaylon Morris,
Mr._ and Mrs. Ralph Gallimore,
Mr. and Mrs. layon H. Morris
and Michelle, along with the
other children and grand-
children, had Christmas dinner
Sunday with Mrs. Nina Holley.
Mr. and Mrs.- iJairkie
-tarkington and son from
Gulfport, Mis., spent the
weekend with Mr. and Mrs. -
Enloe Tarkington and attended
church at North Fork Staiday
;horning and Birds Creek
.
Mr.- and Mrs. Harding
Jenkins and Debbie of 'Detroit,
Mich, Mrs. Lindallaeilitie an
1Cithr -Mtnihd Mrs: James
Holley, Mrs. Bertie Jenkins,
Hetbert Orr, Mr. arx0 Mrs.
Milford Orr and Tetiy 'Were
supper guests of Mr. and Mri.
MOrris Jenkins ','ray night
after Thasiscifigls.
Mr. tiod'iHrs.-Morris Jenkins .
and Kenny visited Mr,(4pd Mts.
Mike Jenkins on Sunday.
coNTAc
870'
Reg. 1.22
ontinuouS, action
d ongestaht , cap-
s es ease ite4n and
dl omfort
no
BEL AIR SHOPPING C NTER9-9 Mon Sat
Equal Opportunity -Employ14 Sunday 7534777
Acres Of Free Parting We Reserve The Ri ht TiWit Quantities
( I
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Guest Editorials
Get The Lead OW
The ecology movement seems to
be burdened with more than its
share of people who bring to the
subject enthusiasm and little else.
We can understand their eagerness
to save the rest of us from en-
vironmental hazards, but first they
should get straight what is a hazard
and what isn't.
The current issue of Human
Behavior magazine has an article
_entitled "Who Will Buy Ecology?" It
raises .an interesting possibility; --
"The line of nonpolluting products
could soon run from low-phosphate
detergents to unleaded pencils. ."
Unleaded pencils? Unleaded
gasoline seems like a good idea, but
pencils? The "lead" in pencils, of
course, is not really lead but a
naturally occurring form of carbon
called graphite. The most serious
threat it presents is smudgy hands.
Take the lead out of pencils? Sure.
And next they probably will want to
take the "vinyl" out of floor tile, the
"mercury" out of home ther-
mometers, and the "fluorine" out of
fluorescent lights.
- Who will buy ecology? No ene,-
long as so-called environmentalists
come up with ideas like this.
—Asheville ( N. C.) Times
Car Wrecks - Why
Do They Happen?
Most of them happen in cities, and the red fills up"the-globe, as their
at intersections, according to a new yw.eyofe'ating out the other guy who
' study of Dr. Thadilus T. Tgcunt,--
 
is inching ahead at the red light on
-- witches his OWII idnas-Orhy_they„. the other sigle;' .... • 
•happen._:They-Can, in many, many
_instances, be avoided," he said, "if
people did not still feel the basic
savage instincts to beat and best.
An anthropologist by profession.
Dr. Talcum tends to look for
"natural" causes. . . .)
"In study after study, we found
, admission after admission by
women as well as men, that some
people have had the mad desire to
squeeze the head of the person who
gets in line in front of them . ."
According to the dubious report:
"Men step on the gas when they see
somebody about to pass. . Others
race to get through the light before
Let's Stay Well
Improving The Diagnosis Of A Broken Wrist
-"Sometimes," Said Dr. Talcum in
an interview: "Both guys get their-
instincts up . . and then, Wham-
mo.''
Talcum says that all lawsuits in
bump-ups at corners could be made
moot and millions of dollars (this we
believe) saved in lawyers' bills if a
lie detector test was administered to
drivtrs in such v.recks. The first
question should be designed, he
stipulates, to see who got "mad"
first.
"Then you got 'em" the professor
concludes.
—New Bern I SC.) Sun-Journal
The Murray Ledger & Times
Editorials and articles contained on this
page are presented for the purpose of giving a
forum for the exchange of differmg opinions
and ideas
Letters to the editor in response to
editorials and opinionated articles are en
couraged. The editors reserve the right to
condense or edit letters without changing the
intent of the letter, and the right to reject any
lefties to the editor Or public voice items
OPINION
PAGE
which, in our opinion. are not in the best an
terest of our readers
Whenever possible, all letters should be
typewritten and double spaced. All letters
intended for publication roust bear the
signature of the writer
Letter To The Editor
Thanks From Friendship House
Dear Edior:
In behalf of the local Friendship House
International Committee, I thank the many
..1*'914,e9( MtirraY and Calloway County who
helped to make Friendship International 1974
a success.
These individuals and companies were
especially helpful by providing a program for
the students while they were here: Ed
Chrisman, representing the mayor and city
government; Howard Brandon's Clean I,/p
Shop and Antique Cars; Land Bebegni-thlr -
Lakes officials John and Richard
Cottrell; Chriunan•PWorn Company; J. B.
Taylor rrnialCians; Ron Hampton and
:Memorial Church Christmas Carolers;
Murray Livestock Company; Puryear Brick
Plant; Corvette Bowling Lanes; Lynn Grove
Skating Rink; Roses Department Store;
Ryan Milk Company; W. N. B. S. radio
, station; Gus Robertson Tobacco Floor; Jim
Stahler dairy farm; Ned Walsh; Castle
Garttson ; Bill Allbrittenz Wynn; Glen
Hale; Keith VaSseur; M. C. Garrott; Mr:and
Mrs. George Holland; R. J Burpoe; Mike
Robertson; Marray Baptist Student Union.
These businesses provided items for the
welcome to Murray packet: Murray
Chamber of Commerce, Peoples Bank, Sank
of Murray, Production Credit Association;
Max Churchill Funeral Home.
Meals for the nineteen international guests
were provided by these Baptist churches:
Poplar Spring, Elm Grove, Memorial,
Murray First, Flint, Sinking :Spring, Grace,
Hazel.
Homes in which the students stayed were
provided by: Mr. and Mrs. Ray Brownfield,
Mr. and Mrs. John Compton, Mr. and Mrs.
Richard Cottrell, Mr. and Mrs Guy Cun-
ningham, Mr. and Mrs. Tal Fannin, Rev. and
Mrs. James Garland, Mrs. Thelma Parker,
Rev. and Mrs. Richard Walker, Rev. and
Mrs. Earl Warlord, Rev. and Mrs Jerrell
By FJ L Blamagame, MD
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The Steering Committee for this project
was composed of: Miss Ola Mae Roberts,
secretary; Mrs. A.. Erwin, hospitality;
Mrs. Pete Carlisle, food; Mrs. Jerrell White,
housing; Rev. C. C. Brasher, transportation;
Rev. Lawson Williamson, programi---Bli.;
Earl Warlord, associate-mai missionary;
Rev. Jerrell White.-director.
pus-event was sponsored by Blood River
'Baptist Association of Churches, but it could
not have been effective without the
cooperation of many citizens of this fine
community. The students who attended ex-
pressed their appreciation, individually and
as a group, for the wonderful welcome they
received in Murray and Calloway County and
for a program of this nature being given
them. Many of the students participating
experienced their first visit to a city of the
size of Murray and for many it was their first
visit in an American home.
-Countries represented by .the internattonal
guests were: Tahvan, Columbia, Switzerland,
Netherlands, Kenya, Iran, Ethiopia, Nigeria:'
and Malaysia. Schools represented were:
Texas A. le M., Northwestern Illinois
University, Pittsburg Carnegie-Mellon
University, Wilmington College of Ofiit4,
Middle Tennessee, Morehead, Bethel College,
Murray State and Oneida Baptist Institute.
This program was one of fifty Friendship
International Houses sponsored by Southern
Baptist churches as a ministry to students
during the Christmas holidays.
We would also like to thank the Murray
Ledger and Times for the fine news coverage
given Friendship International '74 and for the
complimentary copies of the paper given the
international guests.
Jerrell G. White, Directr
Friendship House International
Blood River Baptist' Association
SY
•
10 Years Ago Today
John Mac Carter, formerly of Murray, has been
appointed as editor-in-chief of the national
magazine, Ladies Home Journal.
Frank Lancaster, Murray business man, has been
named as inn keeper of the new Holiday Inn that will
open in Murray about April 1.
Airman Third Class Larry T. Childress is now
serving at the Shaw Air Force Base, South Carolina.
Mr. and Mrs. Artell Tucker of Murray announce
the approaching marriage of their daughter, Daytha
Dean, to David Lynn Howell, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Roy Howell of Fulton.
Miss Melissa Jane Henry and Robert Sidney_
Easley were married December 30 at Abe Flfst
Methodist Church, Murray.
----- 20 ears Ago. Today
Officials of the Tennessee Department of High-
ways and Public Works notified the Ledger & Times
yesterday that elaborate warning signs will be in-
stalled at the Tennessee-Kentucky state line on U. S.
Highway 641 at Hazel in an effort to reduce the
number of serious and fatal accidents at this
dangerous intersection.
"Darrell Shoemaker's boy broke a bone in his
ankle about thirty minutes after he got a new bicycle
Christmas morning," from the column, 
"Seeni
Heard Arbtind Murray" by James C. Williams.
The marriage of Miss Mary Ellen Jackson d
Walter Jones, Jr., was solemnized on Decembgr 8.
- Births reported at the Murray -Hosciltal frseri
January 5 to 7 include a boy to Mr. and Mrs'. William
Turrell and a boy, to Mr. and Mrs. Fred Thomas
CarsOn.
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MONTHLY RAYMENTS TO 24 MONTHS. .
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Was the Frenchburg Cop-ec- stayed out
hone' Facility, the state's first trouble , with
minimum security institution)?.. . The joint
The men were its first and Powers w
residents; "charter members" fitting tetititeta
they call themselves.. . " faaltY at titiE
Pete Jones of Bourboo'County #,elebrating
and Bobby Powers of McCreary riiversarY. 'Oar*
County ( not their real narnes)i Interest angle:
formed a strong friendship inmates of the
during their stay at Fren- sepurit
chburg. And facility Off black-white fr
'.1
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Frenchburg Facility Provides
Valuable Services To Inmates
FRANKFORT, Ky.—A little say both responded well to the
over five years ago a black man rehabilitation programs which
from Bourbon County and a were unveiled and tested there
white man from McCreary met for the first time in Kentucky's
for the first time at a piece correctional history.
located along Route 77 on Tarr Latest reports indicate that
Ridge in Menifee County, just ho_...._th ough following
shouting distance from the.fted-7.-Alllertint ths after their
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inmates. But, as it happened,
both charter members wire
absent.
They had good reasons,
however. Jones had graduate
school exams and Powers had a
job to do. Still, the party wasn't
spoiled because of the absence
of two busy alumni. The
facility's boss expects even
more sucvma stories during the
next five years.
"The idea of having minimum
security institutions used to be
controversial and unpopular
here in Kentucky, but it proved
so successful that there are BOW
three more based on the same
concept," said Supt. Mike
Martin.
Each successive year, Martin
said, has brought new programs
and sometimes new buildings to
Frenchburg, which was con-
verted by the Bureau of
Corrections (formerly
Department of Corrections
from a federal Job Corps
Center. It originally was leased
ROSES
Centrol Shopping Center
10044 Coilem
Boys° Shies 2 - 4
from the federal government
under laws -governing oc-
cupancy of natural forest lands,
but now is owned outright by the
corrections bureau.
Originally limited in space
and facilities, Frenchburg now
consists of two dormitories,
academic building, vocational
school complex, gymnasium,
kitchen and dining hall, ad-
ministration building plus
laundry arid supply units. A new
dorm is planned to house 24
residents out of the projected
inmate population of 136 ine7.
Vocational education is
considered the key program at
Boxer JE1NS
WOW illre he tow moo we
soloul dills owl ow a ems
immbik Wpm am Woo
is dm
ria gle""41
0, *1 \ E
H
Package
DIS
"salir
the institution and a third of the
31 staff members are engaged
in that area, including auto
body shop, auto mechanics,
building trades, electricity and
welding. The nine-member staff
is provided by the state Bureau
of 
IVno:ar et iloaflatedl Edcooupceartiaotli'v'e state
government venture, the
Bureaus of Corrections and
Vocational Rehabilitation have
joined forces--as they have at
other state penal institutions-
Vttrt 
-
o-gram'dtilairg •ried 
..acounseling
• 
t ndicapped residents for
I occupations.
12"x 14"
0 FRAMES
1 47
Both academic and
vocational schools have piled up
impressive records—the best of
any state prison—in helping
residents obtain jobs or get into
whools A high percentage OH
per cent) of Frenchburg
residents either go on to college
or vocational schools or get jobs
related to their training within
one year of their release. This is
a higher pereentage than that at
the six other prisons ( 58 per
cent overall).
Martin attributed much of the
Wic.,..vs to parole officers and
staffers with the state offiev-uf
Economic Security in helping in
the job and school hunts. They
put residents in touch with
sources throughout Kentucky
and neighboring states.
Essentially the same services
are available_ to all state-
imprisoned inmates and
parolees and probationers, but.
Martin said, "Frenchburg
residents are the lesser of-
fenders, the ones who have
more education than their
counterparts at the other
prisons in the first place."
"But, we'd like to think that
we've helped," he added.
Pete. Jones and Bobby Powers
would agree- thei--tho. have.
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512 So. 12th Murray, Ky.
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BECAUSE WE VALUE OUR CUSTOMERS
1 "Its the Real Thing"
16 oz.-8 Bottle Carton
Witkpotties
or deposits diieq
U.S. No. 1 Red
Potatoes
Red ripe
Tomatoes
Florida Judy
Oranges
Yellow Globe
Onions
With svo order Of more
Limit 1 at this Price 9.
5 lb. bag
$100
lb. for II
5 lb. bag 69.
&lef*oingniatfeet7h 7%ede
MAY
 
AlE11117'
va&e4
U.S. D.& Inspected
Krey Hostess ,
100% Pure Lean
Ground
Beet .
family Pack
3 lb. or more
Located AMODliwntown
Sho-pping-t_enters
Instant Sanko Keebler Saltine
Coffee Crackers
8 oz. Jar
With Our Coupon Below
We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities
We Redeem U.S. Government Food Stamps
Pr ices Good Thor . , Jan. 9 thru Wed . , Jan. Z.
Golden Rich
Whole Only
Field Finest
Bologna
1 lb. Pkg.79
Fresh Water
Kelleys
Chili
With Beans
Dove
uid Dishwashing
with our cou n below
IL
'-tj'e 9-Lives
6 Pack
15'
Bars
Cat Food
r* "IF YOU MATCH OUR QUALITY .... YOU CAN'T
1 lb. Box
With our coupon below
Mrs. Butterworth's
Syrup
24 oz.
With our coupon Below
129
 
Frosty Acres Hash Brown
Potatoes
Frosty Acres
Frosty Acres
Onion Rings
Frosty Acres
Corn Dogs
Parkers Coupon
Dove
Liquid Dishwashing
32 oz
with
coupon
Good Only At Parker's
Expires 1-15-75
with coupon
Good Only at Parker's
...L.,— Expires 1-15-75
Parkers Coupon
instint Sanka
Coffee
8 oz. tor $2 1 9
20 oz bag49
1 lb. bog 59C
1001. box 
69.
Dak
Chopped
Ham
1 lb. can
89c
Parkers Coupon
Mrs. Butterworths
Syrup
24 oz
ttorllss With
,IF omGIRA Coupon
enTrEes
SYRUP
Good Only At Parker's
 
 Expires 115-75
Porkers Coupon
Keebler Saltine
Crackers
1 lb Box
with this coupon
EA OU ILERIC.E " * *
Good Only At Parker's
Expires 1-15-75
Home owned
and
Home operated
Joe M. Parker
and
Sammy Joe Parker
Owners.
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SOPHOMORE GUARD Mike Wells fights for this rebound with Wingo High's Matt Tucker duringlast night's Laker win. Wells finished the contest with No points in a reserve role, while Tuckercontributed 12 markers in the losing Indian case. Other players shown are: James Wells (551 andDavid Williams 1151 of Calloway Co. and Martin Yates 1541 of WHS.
Tarkenton Unleashes
Tough Verbal Attack
By BRUCE Lowrrr
AP Sports Writer
NEW ORLEANS ( AP) - The
marshmallow mood of Super
Bowl IX, and perhaps a touch
of Minnesota's confidence as
well, was bin-ned around the
edges Tuesday when quarter-
back Fran Tarkenton lit into a
couple of 1974's also-rans.
Tarlfenton lambasted Oak-
land Raiders' quarterback Ken
Stabler and tossed in Miami
Dolphins wide receiver Paul
Warfield for good measure,
taking umbrage at the two stars
who took some verbal swipes at
both the Vikings and their
Sunday foes, the 'Pittsburgh
Steelers.
Tarkenton's blast woke up
this slumbering Super Bowl
city, whose primary pre-
occupation in the preceding 24
hours had been the severity-or
lack of it-of a viral infection
which sent Pittsburgh defensive
end Dwight White to a hospital.
White, incidentally, in the
hospital a third night as a pre-
cautionary measure, was ex-
pected to be back at the Steel-
ers' camp today, on his way to
or 4.
a recovery that would have him
joining hi,s defensive hnemates
in storming Tarkenton when
the teams meet in Tulane Sta-
dium for the National Football
league championship.
A few hours after Tarkentons
verbal shots, the Vikings suf-
fered a physical one when
starting left tackle Charles'
Goodrum pulled a muscle in his
right thigh, an injury that was
expected to keep him out of the
contest.
But the blow isn't considered
serious. Replacing Goodrum
will be Grady Alderoan, a 15-
year veteran who started the
Vikings' two other Super Bowl
game.
-. that would send Alder-
man against either White or,
possibily his replacement,
Steve Furness.
Tarkenton provided the first
Super Bowl controversy since
exactly a year ago, when his
eoactr, 'Bud Grant, tompained
abeilt the seed comditions of the
Vikings' practice facilities
(remember the sparrows in the
showers?) at Houston, scene of
the 1974 title game.
4 At*
sew
ii
4•141
NO WAY, HARRY - Senior Laker center James Wells goes up
for one of his seven blocked shots during last night's 82-59
Calloway County win over the Wingo Indians. WHS's Harry
Johnson 120i tried the shot as Laker guard Terry Bean i351 gets
ready for the rebound along with Indian forward Martin Yates
M(. Wells finished with 19 points and 22 rebounds for a fine effort.
IStaff Photos by Steve W. Givens I
Lakers Have Great Team Effort
A
•
By STLVE W. GIVENS
Ledger & Times Sports Writer
Prior to the Wingo-Calloway
County clash last night both
teams appeared on the hard-
wood with near-identical navy
blue warm-up uniforms. But
minutes after the Laker-
controlled tip off, it was un-
fortunate for the visiting In-
dians that the similarities failed
to continue.
Behind a five-inao double
digit scoring thrust, Coach
David King's Lakers romped to
an 82-59 victory over the Third
District visitors in the best team
4 effort of therseason for CCHS
before. a sparse crowd.
Warfield reportedly said a
half-healthy Miami squad -could
beat either the Steelers or the
Vikings. Stabler, meanwhile,
suggested that the NFL's two
best teams-one of them
Oakland
-weren't playing for
the title.
"I read that Stabler and
Warfield said that the best
teams aren't here," Tarkenton
fumed. "Evidently they were
not the rules of the game before
the game started.
"I think that Mr. Rozelle said
the rules were that, in order to
win and get a chance at the Su-
per Bowl, you had to make the
playoffs," Tarkenton said, re;-
ferring to NEI, Commissioner
Pete li&zelle. -And then the
rules were that you had to win
the first playoff game and then
the conference) championship.
"And evidently nobody told
Stabler that because he thinks
Oakland is the best team."
The Raiders were the best
team-until Dec. 29. They had
a 12-2 regular-season record,
tops in the league, and knocked
off the defending Super Bowl
champion Dolphins 28-26 in the
first round of the playoffs, with
Stabler throwing four touch-
down passes.
But they became only second-
best to the Steelers in the
American Conference cham-
pionship, losing 24-13 with
Pittsburgh intercepting three of
Stabler's passes and turning
two of them into touchdowns.
Bombing the nets at a 51 per
cent scoring clip, the takers
outpointed Coach Wayne
Wadington's five in every
quarter enroute to the win
which unproved their seasonal
mark to 5-6.
Although he missed Laker
scoring honors by a point, 6-9
senior center James Wells
dominated the action on both
ends of the court in his most
convincing role since CCHS
upset strong Carlisle County In
the opening .round of the
Mayfield Christmas In-
vitational.
The big center had five
blocked shots in the first half
=0.0'0C
Standings
}=.=.0•=.=•=i-=.=.0•Ch=r=ts=•C
By The Associated Press
NHL
Division 1
W L T
Philphia 25 8 6
NY Rangrs 19 11 8
Atlanta 18 15 7
NY Island 16 15
Division
Itrancyr 22 13
Chicago 17 18
St. Louis
Minn.
K. City
9
2
5
4
6
11 23 5
7 27 4
Division 3
Montreal 22 6 12
L Angeles 20 6 12
Pitts. Id 16 8
Detroit 10 22 5
Washtn 3335
Division 4
Buffalo 25 8 6
BostOn 22 10 7
Toronto 13 18 7
Calif 11 23 8
Pts GF GA
56 142 81
46 161 123
43 112 110
41 135 113
49 114 122
38 133 115
38 132 141
27 105 172
18 92 164
56 179 111
52 117 73
36 152 144
25 104 147
11 83 219
56 173 125
51 166 121
33 127 144
30 113 166
Tuesday's Games
New York Islanders 5, To-
ronto 3
Boston 3, Washington 3, tie
California 3, St. Louis 2
Wednesday's Games
New York Rangers at Kansas
City
California at Atlanta
Montreal at Detroit
PittSburgh at .Chicago
Los Angeles at Minnesota
Vancouver at Toronto
Thursday's Games
New York Islanders at
delphia
Los Angeles at Buffalo
Vancouver at BoSton
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Wing .q. Indians 82-59
and counted seven when he
departed play along with 22
whopping rebounds to add to his
19 points,
But the show was not his
alone!
Senior forward David Thorne
piunped in 20 markers and
pulled down 10 big rebounds,
sophomore guard Tommy
Futrell hustled for 19 points in a
fine game, while junior guard
David Williams and senior
forward Mark Miller added 10
points each to round out the top
scoring.
Calloway County romped to a
12-4 advantage with 4:33 left in
the opening period on a long 20
foot shot by Miller from the left
side of the circle, but Wingo
refused to fold and fought back
to within 14-10.
Indian guard Matt Tucker
canned a 10 footer Wore Wells
was called for goal-tending on a
shot by Mark Dunn. Then,
Dunn, the second-tallest WHS
player at 6-4, crammed in a
rebound shot to offset a goal by
the fakers' Thorne.
Futrell sank one of two free
throws after time had expired in
the first period as he was fouled
going up for a lay-up and CCHS
romped on.
When Dunn blocked a shot by
Wells from behind in the
opening minutes of the second
period, the tide turned quickly
to the Lakers favor as CCHS
fired 10 consecutive points
through the rim before_ Wings
scored again ler a 30-10 edge.
The Indians did not tally a
field goal until 2:49 left in the
first half when Tucker finally
found the range from 10 feet out.
Then it was the visitors turn to
stage a rally asthey were able
to whittle six points from the
Area Cage Scores
Lowes 80 Cuba 69
Mayfield 71 Sedalia 44
Murray 73 Marshall County 58
Calloway County 82 Wingo 59
Ballard Memorial 82 Heath 76
Carlisle County 104 Fulton City
69
Symeonia 52 Farmington 50
Union City 64 Fulton County 62
St. Mary 92 Reidland 84
Caldwell County 69 Todd
- Central 65 ( ot
HOCKEY
UNIONDALE, N.Y. - The
New York Islanders obtained
center Jude Drouln from the
Minnesota North Stars in ex-
change for right wing Craig
Cameron.
TORONTO - Bill Friday, a
World Hockey Association ref-
eree since its inception, decided
not to resign as referee-in-chief,
as announced two weeks ago,
until the end of the season.
TENNIS .
SAN FRANCISCO -.Billie
Jean King, playing her first
singles match since last Octo-
ber, wen a first.round match
from Betty Ann Grubb-Stuart of
Les Angeles 6-3, 6-4 in $75,030
women's tennis tournament.
disadvantage for a 33-23 count
before Calloway scored again.
Coach King's squad out-
pointed the visitors 6-5 during
the remaining time to carry a
39-28 edge into the dressing
room at halftime.
A three point play by Welts
with 437 left broke open a
basket swapping contest bet-
ween the two clubs as the big
center made it 49-32„ CCHS.
Tucker connected on a five foot
shot minutes later to cut the
margin to 20,54-34, butit was all
but over for the Indians, who
fell to 7-5 With the loss.
Futrell stole an inbounds pass
by Wings with seconds left
before the final period began
and romped downcourt for a
lay-up despite double coverage
by the Indians for a 58-40 score.
Wingo did manage one last
run at the Lakers, starting with
a free throw by forward Harry
Wings could eady mused en
21 of 62 attempts from the floor
for a cold 32 per cent shooting
clip, while the Lakers hit on 23
of 65 attempts. But the shorter
Indians pulled down nearly as
many rebounds as the hosts.
who lead that department, 42-
38.
Yates was the game's leading
point producer with his 21 points
and also claimed rebound
honors for WHS with 111 grabs.
Tucker pumped in 12 markers
from his guard position and
Johnson added 11 to round 1.ut
the Indian double figure
scorers.
The Lakers continue their
home stand Friday night when
they host strong Henderson City
of the Second Region who
should provide a stern test for
CCHS's new style of teamwork.
Calloway Comely
Johnson with 4:40 left after
being fouled by Miller who
collected his fifth personal on
the play. Then Yates canned a
shot and sandwiched a pair of
free throws around a single foul
shot by Wells to carve the--
J Wells
Beane
Futreil
Miller
Beane
M. Wells
Totals
5 tP220
7 5 Is
6 ' 19
5 5 10
5 5 10
1 2
1 2
34 14 fa
Calloway Co. total to 73-51.
WIrtgo
Wells dimmed any Indian Yates Ig4 1 3PSihopes, however, as he hit two Tucker It 12
back-to-back rebound shots JohnsonDamn 54
11
after Wingo failed to score Jackson 0 3
downcourt. Stewart
Totals
1
83 1
4
501Coach King pulled Wells from
action with just under two Calloway Co.Wingo 1710 32111 19 54-11212 19--..*minutes to play and Laker
reserves added the final five
points to the total team effort.
Preliminary
Calloway Co
Wingo
game
61
ss
SAVE 2F/0 NOW
Polyglas Whitewalls
at $9.75 to 514.45 off now
through Saturday.
Regular 537.75
Ir"%kk
A78-13 plus $1.77 F.E.T., and tire off your car.
aiskwn POW Cushion Polyglas
This is America's largest selling tire - for lots
of good reasons. Resilient polyester cord
body for smooth-riding comfort. Tread-firm-
ing fiberglass belts for road-holding traction.
A use-proved tread design that really delivers
on mileage. This is a tire featured on many of
the 1975 model cars. For three days only,
Polyglas whitewalls are special priced at
25% off. Save now through Saturday.
\1, ti
, t 'i..4
Whitewalls
SIZE REG.PRICE
SALE
PRICE
Pies F.E.T.
681 Tiro Off
Tow Car
D78-14 $42.10 $31.50 $2.18
F78-14 $4630 $34.70 $2.47
G78.14 $4825 $38.45 $2.62
G78-15 $49.55 $37.15 $2.9
H78-15 $53.20 $311.80 $2.92
L78-15 $57.65 $3.20 $3.21
See Our Professionals for First Class Auto Senke
Lube and Oil Change
• Complete chassis lublica•
lion aoil change • Helps
ensure longer wearing parts
8 smooth, quiet performance
• Please phone for appoint.
ment
Ssan Up to 5 qts.
of major brand
multi-grade oil
Front-End Alignment
• Complete analysis a align-
ment correction to increase tire
mileage and improve stem:ids,
safety • Precision equipment
used by experienced profes-
sionals • includes Datsun,
Toyota. VW
5109 Most 11.S., some.3 import ears - partsextra'onry it needed
Engine'lline-L;p
• With elektrunic equipment
our prokabnals fine-tune
your engine, installing new
points, plugs A condenser
• Helps maintain a smooth
running engine for masimum
gas mileage • Includes
Datsun. Toyota, VW
$3495
 z°44:74;•;
GOOOTVEAR
• Our Own Customer Credit Plan • Master Charge • BankAmericard6 Ways to Pay at Good War • American Express Money Card • Carte Blanche • Diners Club
South 12th & Glendale Phone 753-0595
Reg, Store Hours: Mon. & Fn. 7:30 to 8:00 Tues., Wed., Thurs., Sat 7:30 to 5:30
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BECAUSE WE VALUE OUR CUSTOMERS
or deposits
PAP001/CE
U.S. No. 1 Red With sP• order Of more
Limit I at this Price
5 lb. bagPotatoes
Red Ripe
Tomatoes
Florida Juciy
Oranges
Yellow Globe
Onions
5 lb. bag 69c
3 lb. bag 39C
a/A /lade
1141.16114117"
vazatil
U.S.D.A. Inspected
Fryers
Krey Hostess
Wieners
12 oz. Pkg.49C
100% Pure Lean
Ground
Beef
Family Pack
3 lb. or more
Located in Downtown
ShopOng Centers
Sweet Sue
Chicken Broth
19
Metzger
Instant Sanka Keebler Saltine
Coffee Crackers
8 oz. Jar
With Our Coupon Below
We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities
We Redeem U.S. Government Food Stamps
PT s Good Thur ., Jan. 9 ti-sru Wed . , Jan. 15
Kelleys
Vienna
Sausage
4 oz.
$1003 Cans 
Whole Only
Field Finest
Bologna
1 lb. Pkg.79
.
1 lb. cup89
c
Fresh Water
Red Potatoes
Kelleys
Chili
With Beans
15 oz.39
.
Dove
Liquid Dishwashing
with our coupon below
9-Lives
Cat Food
61/2 oz. Can
Tuna and Tuna & Eggs
Mars
Candy Bars
Milky Way, Snickers
Musketers
6 Pack
15'
Bars
1 lb. Box
With our coupon below
Frosty Acres Hash Brown
Potatoes
Frosty Acres
Mrs. Butterworth's
Syrup
24 oz.
With our coupon Below
$129
20 oz bag49
Frosty Acres 59cOnion Rings lib. bag
Frosty Acres
89c Corn Dogs 10 oz. box 69c
Parkers Coupon
Dove
Liquid Dishwashing
32 oz,
with
coupon
Good Only At Porker's
Expires 1-15-75
Parkers Coupon
Instant Sanka
Coffee
Good Only at Parker's
Dak
Chopped
Ham
1 lb. can89c
Parkers Coupon
Mrs. Butterworths
Syrup
24 oz
WorlhS $1 29With
5141 ORelliwu 
-Coupon
SYRUP 
Good Only At Parker's
  Expires 1-15-75 
  
....a.wevailLmibmilmh:walowlwaio&mois.woo
0 Porkers Coupon
0, Keebler Saltine
Crackers
0 1 lb Box
with this coupon 419c
• Good Only At Parker's
Expires 1-15-75
* * "IF YOU MATCH OUR CILMLITY .... YOU CAN,'T-11-EA- - OUR PRICE"
1(
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SOPHOMORE GUARD Mike Wells fights for this rebound with Wings High's Matt Tucker duringlast night's Laker win. Wells finished the contest with two points in a reserve role, while Tuckercontributed 12 markers in the losing Indian case. Other players shown are: James Wells 1551 andDavid Williams 415i of Calloway Co. and Martin Yates 1541 of WIZ-
Tarkenton Unleashes
Tough Verbal Attack
By BRUCE LOYarr . , a recovery that would have him
, AP Sports Writer__ _. his .defensive lipemates
NEW ORLEANS (AP)--1- in storming Tarkenton when
marshmallow mood of Super the teams meet in Tulane Sta-
Bowl IX, and perhaps a touch dium for the National Football
of Minnesota's confidence as League championship.
well, was burned around the A few hours after Tarkentons
edges Tuesday when quarter- verbal shots, the Vikings suf-back Fran Tarkenton lit into a fered a physical one when
couple of 1974's also-rans. starting left tackle Charles •
Tarlienton lambasted Oak- Goodrtun pulled a muscle in his
land Raiders' quarterback Ken right thigh, an injury that was
Stabler and tossed in Miami expected to keep him out of the
Dolphins wide receiver Paul contest.
Warfield for good measure, But the blow isn't consideredtaking umbrage at the two stars serious. Replacing Goodrum
who took some verbal swipes at will be Grady Alderoan, a 15-both the Vikings and their year veteran who started theSunday foes, the Pittsburgh Vikings' two other Super BowlSteelers. game. "
Tarkenton's blast woke up And that would send Alder-this slumbering Super Bowl man against either White or,
city, whose primary pre- possibily his replacement,
occupation in the preceding 24 Steve Furness.
hours had been the severity-or Tarkenton provided the first
Lack of it-of a viral infection Super Bowl controversy since
which sent Pittsburgh defensive exactly a year ago, when his
end Dwight White to a hospital. toner, Itud Grant, tompained
White, incidentally, in the abant the seed comditions of the
hospital a third night as a pre- Vikings practice facilities
cautionary measure, was ex- ( remember the sparrows in thepected to be back at the Steel- showers?) at Houston, scene of
era' camp today, on his way to the 1974 tile game
-r
IL
NO WAY, HARRY - Senior Laker center James Wells goes up
for one of his seven blocked shots during last night's 82-59
Calloway County win over the Wingo Indians. WHS's Harry
Johnson (20) tried the shot as Laker guard Terry Bean (35) gets
ready for the rebound along with Indian forward Martin Yates
(54). Wells finished with 19 points and 22 rebounds for a fine effort.
(Staff Photos by Steve W. Givens)
'-irailleirrepor tar's-aid-
half -ilea t hy Miami squad could
beat either the Steelers or the
Vikings. Stabler, meanwhile,
suggested that the NFL's two
best teams-one of them
Oakland-weren't playing for
the title.
-"I read that Stabler and
Warfield said that the best
teams aren't here," Tarkenton
fumed. "Evidently they were
not the rules of the game before
the game started.
"I think that Mr. Rozelle said
the rules were that, in order to
win and get a chance at the Su-
per Bowl, you had to make the
playoffs," Tarkenton said, re-
ferring to NFL Commissioner
Pete Rozelle. "And then the
rules were that you had to win
the first playoff game and then
the conference) championship.
"And evidently nobody told
Stabler that because he thinks
Oakland is the best team."
The Raiders were the best
team-until Dec. 29. They had
a 12-2 regular-season record,
tops in the league, and knocked
off the defending Super Bowl
champion Dolphins 28-26 in the
first round of the playoffs, with
Stabler throwing four touch-
down passes.
But they became only second-
best to the Steelers in the
American Conference cham-
pionship, losing 24-13 with
Pittsburgh intercepting three of
Stabler's passes and turning
two of them into touchdowns.
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Lakers Have Great Team Effort
And Scalp Wingo_indians 82-59
By STEVE W. GIVENS
Ledger & Times Sports Writer
Prior to the Wingo-Calloway
County clash last night both
teams appeared on the hard-
wood with near-identical navy
blue warm-up uniforms. But
minutes after the Laker. 
controlledtip off, it was un-
fortunate for the visiting In-
dians that the similarities failed
to continue.
Behind a five-man double
digit scoring thrust, Coaeh
David King's Lakers romped to
an 82-59 victory over the Third
District visitors in the best team
effort of the season for CCHS
before a sparse crowd.
Bombing the nets at a 51 per
cent scoring clip, the Lakers
outpointed Coach Wayne
Wadington's five in every
quarter enroute to the win
which improved their seasonal
mark to 5-6.
Although he missed Laker
scoring honors by a point, 6-9
senior center James Wells
dominated the action on both
ends of the court in his moist
convincing role since CCHS
upset strong Carlisle County iii
the opening round of the
Mayfield Christmas In-
vitational.
The big center had five
blocked.shots in the first half
}=i4740.0472e=4=.0.0.4=404749.1
Standings
By The Associated Press
NHL
Division 1
W L T Pts OF GA
Philphia 25 8 6 5.5 142 81
NY Rangrs 19 11 8 46 161 123
Atlanta 18 15 7 43 112 110
NY Island 16 15 9 41 135 113
Division 2
Vancvr 22 13 5 49 114 172
Chicago 17 18 4 38 133 115
St. Louis 16 18 6 38 132 141
Minn. 11 23 5 77 105 172
K. City 7 27 4 18 92 16.4
Division 3
Montreal 22 6 12 56 179 111
L. Angeles 20 6 12 52 117 73
Pitts, 14 16 8 36 152 144
Detroit 10 22 5 25 104 147
Washtn 3 33 5 11 83 219
Division 4
Buffalo 25 8 6 56 173 125
Boston 22 10 7 51 188 121
Toronto 13 18 7 33 127 144
Calif. 11 23 8 30 113 166
Tuesday's Games
New York Islanders 5, To
ronto 3
Boston 3. WaShington 3, tie
California 3, St. Louis 2
Wednesdays Games
New York Rangers at Kansas
City
California at Atlanta
Montreal at Detroit
Pittsburgh at ChiCimpo
LOS Angeles at Minnesota
Vancouver at Toronto
Thursday's Games
New York Islanders at Phila
delphia
LoS Angeles at Buffalo
Vancouver at Boston
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and counted seven when he
departed play along with 22
whopping rebounds to add to his
19 points.
But the slam was not his
alone!
Senior forward David Thorne
pumped in 20 markers and
pulled down 10 big rebounds,
sophomore guard Tommy
Futrell hustled for 19 points in a
fine game, while junior guard
David Williams and senior
Torieird Mark Miller added 10
points each to round out the top
scoring.
Calloway County romped to a
12-4 advantage with 4:33 left in
the opening period on a long 20
foot shot by Miller from the left
side .of the circle, but Wingo
to thin 
lefwusiedtof:I :and fought back
Indian guard Matt Tucker
canned a 10 footer beore Wells
was called for goal-tending on a
shot by Mark Dunn. Then,
Dunn, the second-tallest WHS
player at 6-4, crammed in a
rebound shot to offset a goal by
the Lakers' Thorne.
Futrell sank one of two free
throws after time had expired in
the first period as he was fouled
going up for a lay-up and CCHS
romped on.
When Dunn blocked a shot by
Wells from behind in the
opening 'minutes of the second
period, the tide turned quickly
to the Lakers favor as CCHS
fired 10 consecutive points
through the rim before Wingo
scored again for a 311-18 edge.
The Indians did not tally a
field goal until 2:49 left in the
first half when Tucker finally
found the range from 10 feet out.
Then it was the visitors turn to
stage a rally as they were able
to whittle six points from the
Area Cage Scores
Losses 80 Cuba 69
Mayfield 71 Sedalia 44
Murray 73 Marshall County 58
Calloway County 82 Wingo 59
Ballard Memorial 82 Heath 76
Carlisle County 104 Fulton City
69
Syrns,onia 52 Farmington 50
Union City 64 Fulton County 62
St. Mary 92 Reidland 84
Caldwell County 69 Todd
Central 65 (of)
HOCKEY
UNIONDALE, N.Y. - The
New York Islanders obtained
center Jude Drouin from the
Minnesota North Stars in ex-
change for right wing Craig
Cameron.
TORONTO - Bill Friday, a
World Hockey Association ref-
eree since its inception, decided
not to resign as referee-in-chief,
as announced two weeks ago,
until the end of the season.
TENNIS . .
SAN FRANCISCO - Billie
Jean King, playing her first
singles match since last Octo-
ber, won a first-round match
from Betty Ann Grubb-Stuart of
Los Angeles 6-3, 6-4 in $75,000
women's tennis tournament,
disadvantage for a 33-23 count
before Calloway scored again.
Coach King's squad out-
pointed the visitors 6-5 during
the remaining time to carry a
39-28 edge into the dressing
room at halftime.
A three point play by Wells
with 4:37 left broke open a
basket swapping contest bet-
ween the two clubs as the big
center made it 49-32, CCHS.
Tucker connected on a file foot
shot minutes later to cut the
margin to 20, 54-34, but it was all
but over for the Indians, who
fell to 7-5 with the loss.
Futrell stole an inbounds pass
by Wingo with seconds left
before the final period began
and romped downeourt for a
lay-up despite double coverage
by the Indians for a 58-40 score.
Wingo did manage one last
run at the takers, starting with
a free throw by forward Harry
Johnson with 4:40 left after
being fouled by Miller who
collected his fifth personal on
the play. Then Yates canned a
shot and sandwiched a pair of
free throws around a single foul
shot by Wells to carve the
Calloway Co. total to 73-51.
Wells dimmed any Indian
hopes, however, as he hit two
back-to-back rebound shots
after Wingo failed to score
downcourt
Coach King pulled Wells from
action with just under two
minutes to play and Laker
reserves added the final five
points to the total team effort.
Wingo could only connect on
21,1 62 attempts from the floor
fm a cold 32 per cent shooting
clip, while the Laker, hit on 33
of 65 attempts. But the shorter
Indians pulled down nearly as
many rebounds as the hosts,
who lead that department, 42-
38.
Yates was the game's leading
point producer with his 21 points
and also claimed rebound
henors for WHS with 16 etrabe,
Tucker pumped in 12 markers
from his guard position arid
Johnson added 11 to round Out
the Indian double figure
scorers.
The Lakers continue their
home stand Friday night when
they host strong Henderson City
of the Second Region who
should provide a stern test for
CCHS's new style of teamwork.
Calloway County
J Wells
Beane
Futrell
Miller
Beane
If Well.
Totals
Wingo
Yates
Tucker
Johnson
Dorm
Jackson
Stewart
Totala
fg
7
6
5
5
1
1
34
ig
4
6
5
1
0
1
tp
2 20
5 19
7 19
0 10
0 10
0 2
0 2
14 ri
flip
13 21
0 12
1 11
0 5
3 3
2
19 59
Calloway Co 17 22 19 24--42
Wingo 10 11 Is 111-09
Preliminary game
Calloway Co.
Wings 61
SAW 25% NOW
Polyglas Whitewalls
at 59.75 to s14.45 off now
through Saturday
Regular '37.75
A7843 plus $1.77 F.E.T., and tire off your car.
Custom Potter cushion Polyglas
This is America's largest selling tire - for lots
of good reasons, Resilient polyester cord
body for smooth-riding comfort. Tread-firm-
ing fiberglass belts for road-holding traction.
A use-proved tread design that really delivers
on mileage. This is a tire featured on many of
the 1975 model cars. For three days only,
Polyglas whitewalls are special priced at
25% off. Save now through Saturday.
Whitewalls
SIZE REG.PRICE
SALE
PRICE
Nu FE T.
aad Tire Off
Tarr Car
D78-14 $42.10 $31.50 $2.18
F78-14 $46.30 $34.70 $2.47
G78-14 $48.25 $31.45 $2.62
G78-15 $49.55 $37.15 $2.69
H78-15 $53.20 $31.110 $2.92
? L78-15 $57.65 $4321 $3.21
See Our Professionals for First Class Auto Sertice
Lake and Oil Change
• Complete chassis lubrica•
tion & or! change • Helps
ensure longer Wearing parts
& smooth, quiet performance
• Please phone for appoint-
ment
$550 Up to 5 qts.of major brand
multi-grade oil
Front-End Alignment
• Complete analysis a align.
went correction to increase tire
mileage end improve steering
safety • Precision equipment
used by experienced profes-
sionals • Includes Datsun,
'Toyota. VW
$10"Most US, somaimport can - petsextra only if needed
Engine 'In ne-t
• With elextrunic comment
our professionals finr-iune
your engine, installing new
points. plogs & condenser
• Helps maintain a smooth
running engine for maximum
gas mileage • Includes
Datum, Toyota, VW
S3495 arra 54 fp oil,$2 for are cowl
GOODATEAR
ar 
• Our Own Customer Credit Plan • Master Charge • BankArnericard6 ways to pay at 
• American Express Money Card • Carte Blanche • Diners Club
South 12th & Glendale Phone 753-0595
Reg. Store Hours: Mon. & Frt. 7:30 to 8:00 Tues., Wed., Thurs., Sat 7:30 to 5:30
• -a._ •• le- *A4 • • -
-•••••  •••••• ••••• .%•• 
• •••• 7•••-••.
C
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SORRY ABOUT THAT — Larry McGregor 141) of Marshall
County runs into a little trouble as he has this shot put back down
by big Bob Wilder of the Tigers. Wilder tossed in 18 points in a
brilliant performance.
Staff Photos by Mike Brandon)
STRIKING AGAIN — Lindsey Hudspeth (32) of Murily High
gets by Danny Sewell (15) of Marshall County for two points.
Hudspeth finished the contest with a game-high 24 points.
Girls Win Too
Murray High Slams
Door On Marshalls
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & 'Times Sports Editor
Mention the name Hudspeth
in Marshall County and folks
start worrying.
Bring someone named
Hudspeth into the building and
folks start looking for a place to
'hide.
'No, Hudspeth isn't a gun-
slinger, though his shooting
Tuesday night did kill a lot of
- people.
Lindsey. Hudspeth is a
sophomore basketball player
for Murray High. And keeping
in the family tradition, Hud-
speth fired home 24 points
against Marshall County to lead
the Tigers to a convincing 73-58
homecourt win and killed the
Marshal's chances of snapping
a three-game losing skid.
Last year and the season
before that, it was Danny
Hudspeth who was doing the
damage. In his last two years at
Murray High, Hudspeth played
six games against South
Marshall and averaged 29
points per game.
Well, it wasn't South Marshall
that Lindsey Hudspeth was
playing against Tuesday. It was
the whole county that watched
the youngest Hudspeth pick up
where Danny had left off.
"He had his finest game,"
Tiger -Coach- Bon Toon- said... - --
"He's beginning to get con-
fidence in his play. He was a big
factor in getting us fired up
early in the game," Toon added.
Fired up? You bet.
The Tigers came out in a
tenacious man-to-man defense,
often times double teaming the
man with the ball.
And the defense was tough!
So tough it fact that senior
Larry McGregor of the Mar-
shals, the top scorer in the
First Region, scored only 13
points in the contest.
All of those points came in the
first half as he sat out most of
the final half on the bench,
neither injured nor in foul
trouble.
Bob Wilder, the 6-5 junior
center of the Tigers, started out
guarding McGregor and picked
up two personals in the first
period. Then 6-3 senior Phil
Miller switched and picked up
McGregor.
And when Miller went on
McGregor, the doors' shut and
McGregor rarely got his hands
on the ball, much less shoot.
"We switched Wilder . and
Miller on McGregor to try to
keep the fouls off one man,"„
Toon said.
"I felt McGregor had a bad
night and it helped us. He's a
much better ballplayer than he
showed."
---Mhrray jumped in front early
in the game and trailed only
4
%
UP AND OVER—Mary Ann Littleton (30i of the Tigers fires
ups she( 014T (Mantel of Marshall County. The Tiger girls took
an easy 40-27 *in over the Marshalls Tuesday night
once, that being at 22-20 in the
opening minute of the second
quarter. Then the Tigers
rattled off eight consecutive
points and the rest of the first
half belonged to Murray High.
It was a very noisy crowd in
the first period as the teams
traded baskets for almost the
entire eight-minute canto. The
largest lead was four, by the
Tigers, before the teams settled
for an 18413 deadlock at the end
of the frame.
Leading 28-24 midway
through the second quarter,
Murray High ran off nine
consecutive points and rolled to
a 37-24 lead.
By intermission, the Tigers
were still coasting, leading 42-
31. •
Marshall County surged late
in the third period, after trailing
by as much as 15 points at one
time. And by the end of the
quarter, the Marshalls trailed
just 55-49.
Coach Charlie Lampley's
Marshal's hit the first bucket of
the final quarter on a five-footer
by Schoper and trailed by just
four.
But the Tigers began to slow
the ball down and work inside
and pulled away in the closing
minutes as Marshall County
never got any closer than four.
Hudspeth, of course, took
game honors with 24 points and
pulled down seven rebounds in a
brilliant effort.
Wilder played an outstanding
game, taking charge of the
offense when Marshall County
made its move late in the game.
Wilder hit an important tip and
also scored from 15 feet away in
the final Tiger spurt.
Wilder, who had 12 rebounds
in an awesome board effort,
finished with 18 points.
Miller played his top all-
around game of the season,
scoring 14 points, grabbing
eight rebounds and bottling up
McGregor on the defensive end
of the floor.
Junior David Frank was the
fourth Tiger to hit double digits
as he tossed in 10, had six
rebounds and played a super
defensive game, coming up with
several fine bloths.
The man who ran the show
was 5-7 guard Raymond Sims,
only a Sophomore.
Playing like a seasoned
veteran, Sims executed the
titffertit, to tlear-perfeettotrwith-
his pin-point passing- and ex-
cellent penetration to the
basket.
Several times on defense
Sims came up with big steals
that led to fastbreak baskets for
the Tigers.
"The key for us 'was the
ability to contol the offensive
boards and put the hall back
in," Toon said.
"We played our type of genie
and we did what. we wanted by
setting the tempo of the game. I
can't say enough for all of our
kids. The kids on the bench kept
yelling the entire game and kept
the players on the floor fired-up.
"Every man on the team is
working together now. We feel
we can get better, but we'll have
to in order to compete against
everyone we play," Toon added.
The Tigers are now 2-4 on the
season and will play on the road
Friday as they meet a tough
Fancy Farm team.
Girls Win
In the girls game, Coach Jane
Fitch emptied the bench as the
Tigers ran to an easy 40-27 win
over a highly-rated Marshall
County team.
After a slow first quarter in
which the Tigers led 6-2,
Murray High started running in
the second frame.
Leading just 8-4, the Tigers
rattled off 10 unanswered points
and zipped to an 18-4 lead at
intermission.
The second half was played on
near even terms as the Tigers
used an 15 team members in the
contest.
Cindy Jetton led the balanced
scoring attack with 10 while
Melissa Miller, playing an
outstanding ame both under
the boards and on defense,
collected nine points.
Sophomore forward Tammy.
Boone tossed in. eight points
while senior guard Lynn Hewitt
added six.
The win leaves the Tigers
with a 4-1 record while Marshall
County falls to 3-2.
Murray will play this Thur-
sday at Fulton County.
floors
Wilder
tart"
Miller
Suns
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Smith
Rasa
Reed
Ivey
Morris
Lovett
McGregor
Clapp
Sewell
Schoper
Toted
Marshall Co
Murray
Marshall,
18
18
Girls Game
Marshall Go 2 1 I 11 - 77
Murray 4121 5.4
Marshall 27) —McCakti 2, Tender 5,
Welker 1, Reidy 7, O'Doniel 2, Perkovich
6, Roes 4 and English
Mummy 14141 — Hewitt 6, Jettan 111,
Milker 9, Beene 8, Ibompoon, Hendon, 112.
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Payne, Porter 4, Winters and Lamb
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""--HORgr RACING--
CHERRY HILL, N.J. — Fun-
fair, $5.40, beat Frosty Filigree
by one length in the $9,000 fea-
ture at Garden Stwte Park. •
PHILADELPHIA 
— Zam,
$5.40, ran to a three-length vic-
tory over Teavo in the feature
at Keystone
BOWIE, Md. - Pendulum
Sam, $9.00, scored a one-half.
length victory by outrunning
Outcoat in the Pompoon Purse
Hawks Come From Behind To Take
Win Over Cavs, Kings Drop Bucks
By ALEX SACHARE
AP Sports Writer
Cotton Fitzsimmons likes fin-
ishing on top.
His Atlanta Hawks haven't
been doing enough of it lately,
but Tuesday night was another
matter.
"I sure did enjoy winning,"
.-aid Fitzsimmons, coach of the
Hawks, who trimmed the
Cleveland Cavaliers 113-112 in
overtime behind a career-high
30 points by rookie Tom Hen-
derson.
The first-year backcourtman
from Hawaii sank a 15-foot
jumper at the busier to send
the game into overtime, then
scored four points in the extra
session to help Atlanta to only
its third victory in the last 10
National Basketball Association
games.
Warriors 136, Jazz 94
Rick Barry scored 29 points
to head nine Golden State play-
ers who scored in double fig-
urer in the rout. The Warriors
led by 50 points at one stage.
Bulls 106, Rockets 97
The Bulls got 27 points from
Bob Love and took advantage
of fouls and turnovers to beat
the Rockets, despite 34 points
by Houston's Rudy Tomjanov-
ich.
Braves 115, Eskers 107
Buffalo blew a 17-point first
quarter lead, then came back
to win behind Bob McAdoo and
Randy Smith. McAdoo scored
44 points and grabbed 18
rebounds and Smith scored 24
points-18 in the second half—
and dealt out nine assists.
Kings 108, Bucks 99
Nate Archibald hit 32 points
for the Kings, offsetting a 39-
point outburst by Kareem Ab-
dul-Jabbar of Milwaukee. KC-
Omaha snapped a five-game
losing streak of its own as well
as Milwaukee's five-game win-
ning skein.
Blazers 106, Knicks 92
PHILCO-FORD FULL YEARS
PROVIDES OF PROTECTION
ON ALL PARTS
AND LABOR
Lloyd Neal scored 22 points,
including 15 in the final period,
to spark Portland, which tied
the game at 68-68 late in the
third quarter on a basket by
Neal, then broke it open with
nine unanswered points in the
fourth quarter, six by Neal.
Sounds 118, Spirits 110
Tom Owens scored 10 points
in the last quarter for the
Sounds, who overcame a 44-
point third period by St. Louis
which gave the Spirits a 90-80
lead. Gwerts finished with 25
points and 15 rebounds, while
Spirits rookie Marvin Barnes
had 21 points and 21 rebounds.
For two years afti
delivery of this
console model, we'll
fix anything that sour
fault at no extra
charge. Sale ends
Feb. 28. 1973
New 100% Solid State Modular
Chassis for improved reliability.
New "Hands Off" tuning!
PHI LCOMATICM
25'dcon. COLOR TV
• Tuning so automatic you have to try it to
believe it! You just select a channel—see the
Philcomatic Color Control light—"hands
oft"—the picture's right, automatically
• New PhttcoiR Super Black Mints
picture tube
• 100% Solid State chassis with 14 Command
Modules for long lite, dependability—ask
about the new 1-Year service warranty on
this model
• Channel-Set 70-position UHF selector
'Model Ci542BPC Model C744 1BMA &mudded Picture
PkilLCOMATICT7 piaLCOMATICIIII
a aitaiu,-,,c0,AG0NAL Color TV 25" Color TV
Murray Home & Auto
qua-74 753-2571
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NCAA To Talk Return
To One-Platoon System
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
National Collegiate Athletic As-
sociation takes up today a pro--
posal to return to one-platoon
football—an issue that has gen-
erated only lukewarm senti-
ment and is overwhelmingly
opposed by the nation's
coaches.
The NCAA continues the busi-
ness meeting of its 69th con-
vention, which began Monday
afternoon with votes taken on
only one-fifth of the 151 propos-
als. Most measures discussed
Monday were of a technical na-
ture.
In addition to the return to
one-platoon football, the con-
vention delegates also will vote
on a resolution indicating
whether they want the NCAA
committee on women's inter-
collegiate sports to develop the
program in time for this
spring's men's championships
in track and field and tennis.
The committee also was to
study the feasibility of holding
national championships in 10
other sports over the next three
school years.
David Swank of Oklahoma
University, committee chair-
man, said there was some sen-
timent among the delegates
that a vote be taken on a reso-
lution to see if the convention
as a whole approves the idea.
The one-platoon proposal was
made by the University of Ore-
gon in an effort to cut down on
the rising costs of collegiate
athletics because of inflation.
Most delegates, however, be-
lieve that other methods such
as trimming coaching staffs
would be more effective than
abolishing the two-platoon sys-
tem now in use and return to
the rules that prevailed prior to
1963.
Louisville Manages To
Get Past Cincinnati
By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
It was an important game for
the Cincinnati Bearcats, but
Just another game for the
Louisville Cardinals.
As a result, the Bearcats
played like tigers and the Car-
dinals were for the birds.
"I wouldn't call this our
worst game but I wouldn't say
it's our best," said Denny
Crum after his lackuster Cardi-
nals got by Cincinnati with just
enough effort Tuesday night,
82-74.
Crum pointed out that his
third-ranked basketball team
was not especially keyed up for
the game; which had no bear-
ing on the Missouri Valley Con-
ference race.
"We didn't play too well,"
said Crum. "But I don't try to
get them up for non-league
games. The fact that we can
win by eight points ahd play
poorly says something—we're
not that bad.
"They're an independent and
this was a big game for them.
You always have a tendency to
play better against a highly.
ranked team. If they could play
that well against the rest of the
teams they play, they probably
would win them all."
While Louisville was looking
ahead to the Missouri Valley
Conference race, Cincinnati
was looking at Louisville.
"We've been thinking about
Louisville for a long time,"
said Cincinnati Coach Gale Cat-
lett. "Louisville is a fine bas-
ketball team. It's hard to say
that this is our best game be-
cause we lost. When you get
satisfied with defeat in this
business, you'd better get out.
But I wasn't worried about get-
ting the team up."
The contest was the only one
involving a ranked team Tues-
day night. In other games,
REST
Wichita State stunned Long
Beach State 75-46; Ohio beat
Missouri 78-65; Florida State
trimmed the University of Wis-
consin-Milwaukee 104-82; Co-
lumbia beat Kings Point 89-71;
Lafayette upset Princeton 73-
61; Hardin-Simmons nipped
Texas Christian 75-74; Brown
whipped Rhode Island 75-66;
Centenary heat Arkansas 74-72i
Baylor defeated Lamar 79-78 in
overtime; Bucknell routed
Rochester 105-64; Towson State
trimmed Delaware 82-71 and
Cleveland State turned back
Buffalo 74-63.
In tournament play, Stetson
beat American University 71-65
in overtime to win the Hatter
Classic in Deland, Fla., and
Texas beat South Alabama 80-
75 to win the Senior Bowl in
Mobile, Ala.
Standings
WHA
,•. East Division.
.W L T Pts OF GA
New Eng. 21 15 I 43 135 132
ClvInd IA 20 2 30 99 117
Chicago 14 21 1 29 118 137
Indapols 7 31 2 16 89 172
West Division
Houston 26 11 0 52 120 104
Phoenix 19 IA 4 42 127 117
Minn. 19 17 0 38 156 129
San Diego 18 17 I 37 117 121
Mich 12 25 3 27 99 168
Canadian Division
Quebec 22 15 0 44 151 126
Toronto 21 16 I 43 160 139
Edmonton 18 11 1 37 113 96
Winnipeg Il 4 '1 36 132 105
Vancvr 16 17 2 34 106 109
Tuesday's Games
Winnipeg 4, Cleveland A, 01',
,tie
Phoenix 3, Toronto 2
Quebec 3. Michigan 2, OT
Minnesota 4, Chicago 2
Indianapolis 1. Vancouver 2
San Diego 5, New England 3
Wednesday's Game
Vancouver at Quebec
Thursday's Games
Winnipeg at Michigan
Minnesota at Edmonton
New England at Phoenix
It's surprising how fast ankieties disappear
when you have money in the bank. Open
syrittgs acceirtti twra 141146 444,cid3
give you that secure feeling:
Continuing to pay the maximum 
permissable by law on savings. 
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Men's
Sweater
Vests
Sizes S-Xt
$488
Entire Stock
SOrn items not exact! as ictured
Robes
Reduced
20%
Lady Pepperell Full Size
Bed Sheets
$097
Reg. $5.97•1 Now 4 ea
Men's
Long Sleeve
Pull-ovat
-
Shirts
30%
off
Sizes S-XL
Reg. 98'
Pepsodent
Toothpaste
Family Size
7-oz. Tube
Visine Eye Drops
Clears redness, soothes & comforts
irritated eyes glass dropper battle
or plastic
1/2-oz
Reg. $1.75
•
•
•
•
uum
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U.
11111.1• ,
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•
•
•
I
N
•
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Ast. Colors
All Boys
- Coats
Size 8-18
Moons I metal 'mita{ 1•4410•11•1 51.1
[SST CO FAN ACHES MID PAM
Fast Relief from aches 8 pains.
Choice of Regular 001Greas1Ess
1.24z. Tube
Reg. 51.19
Boy's
Bib
Overalls
Reg. $7.99
$488
Men's Long
Sleeve Press
Shirts
20% to 50%
Off
Sizes S-XL
Asst. Colors
Patterns
Entire Stock
Ladies
Sleepwear
Reduced 20%
GOWILS -Pajamas
Asst. Styles 8 Colors
Entire
Stock
House Shoes
20%
Bottle of 60
Reg. $2.89
TWICE AS FAST AS ASPIRIN
Bufferin
Pain Tablets
Mid Winter Clearance
We have a lot of spring merchandise
coming in and we need more room
Buy now and save. Visit our store for
a lot of unadvertised specials.
Reg. Up To 39'
Your Choice
1 Large Lot
Melmac
Dinner Ware
1 Q4
• per piece
Cups-Plates-Creamers-Sugars
Reg. 79< Out They Go
Plastic
Paper Towel
Holder
494
Men's
Bib
Overalls
Reg. $9.99
Now
last
$588
All
Ladies
Long Sleeve
Blouses
Reduced 20%
Sizes S-XL
Asst Colors
Infants-Girls-Boys
Dial
Very Dry
Anti-Perspirant
Regular or
Unscented
5-oz. Can
Reg.
Jergens
Lotion
Makes Hands
feel softer
20-oz
Arthur Fulmer
AC-DC
Converter
Now use your auto tape player in your home
as well.
Reg. $15.97
Pkg. of 10
Garbage
Can
Liners
20-26 Gallon Size
Heavy Duty Plastic
Reg. $1.29
Don't Be Without A
Fire Extinguisher
Fights Gas-Oil-Grease
Reg. $7.97
Rubbermaid
Bath Tub Mats
14" x 221/4" - Safety Grip Feature
v
Torch
Kit
Model JT-I0
isnrz-O-Matic
:1:87 $687
Propane
1E01 -
Cylinder
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January Offers Special Weekends At State Parks
When January settles down
into midwinter monotony, a
quick getaway to a mountain
resort can revive one's holiday
spirit. For added enticement,
two state resort parks in the
Eastern Kentucky Highlands
are offering special programs
for their guests on Jan. 24-26.
At Jenny Wiley State Resort
Park, Prestonsburg, artists and
photographers - both amateur
and professional - will share
their works and skills, while at
Carter Caves State Resort
Park, near Olive Hill, a Winter
Nature Workshop will focus on
Crossword Puzzter
5 Ekpress dis-
approval of
6 SPanlah
c le
7 Automobile
9 Flap • 
group Unit I
8 Old musical17 Be in instrument13 Procrastination 9
14 Female ruff Prefrn in,..
ACROSS
1 Definite arti-
cle
4 Symbol of
perfection
15 In slumber
17 Painter
19 Edible
rootstock
21 Babylonian
deity
22 Solicitude
25 Gin s name
27 Sil for
portrait
31 Reverence
32 Strewn
34 Parent ‘c 01-
10g /
35 Greek letter
36 Rocky hill
37 Greek letter
_36 uatareatv .
41 Crony (cot-
log.)
=-40 Wiettered
43 Period of
lane
44 Food 1 isn
45 Road labor
47 Sacred im-
age
49 Rematned
53 Barlered
57 Want ilale
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63 Moray
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3 Cloth
measure
4 Mental im-
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10 Roman
bronze
II Wager
16 French for
18 Candle
20 Eggs
22 Group of
tonla101
23 M cognizant
of
24 Note of scale
26 invited
28 Conjunction
29 Part of flower
30 Roman offi-
cial
32 Infulne 03
the unique environment of the
area.
The art and photography
show at Jenny Wiley will
feature exhibits in several
categories of paintings and
photographs, with prizes to be
awarded in all categories.
Registration will begin at 4 p.
In. Friday, Jan. 24, followed by
a get
-acquainted session that
evening. Guest speakers will be
Irwin Pickett, visual arts
director of the Kentucky Arts
Commission, and Bill Belanger,
fine arts editor of the Hun-
tington, W. Va., publishing Co.
On Saturday. painting
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WHERES THAT NO-GOOD,
TWOZIT HUSBANO
OF MINE
HE JUST
LEFT FOQ
LIJNCH
demonstrations will be held and
all entries will be displayed and
judged. Creative photographer
Bill Rodgers will conduct a
program on camera types and
techniques, and Kentucky artist
C. G. Morehead will be a
featured speaker.
All award winners will be
recognized at the Saturday
evening program, at which
watercolor artist Raymond
Williams will be guest speaker.
Prints and original paintings
will be given as door prizes. a $2
registration fee will be charged
for entries.
Field trips to the caves,
nature hikes and special
programs on the regional
State' Vets To
Receive Over
$3 Million
Kentucky veterans will
Eaceive $3,316,000 in insurance
dividends in 1975 from the
Veterans Administration.
Dividends will be paid on the
anniversary date of policies
now in force to 43,580 veterans.
Dividends are on policies
from World War 1,-World War 1-1
geology will highlight the
workshop weekend at Carter
Caves. One portion of the
workshop will be devoted to the
Indiana bat, an endangered
species of which about one-third
of the total U. S. population
-hibernates in the palik's Bat
,Dr. John Thrailkill of the
University of Kentucky
Department of Geology will be
field leader and principal
speaker.
Registration fees are 12 for
adults and $1 for students.
Meals and lodging during
both special weekends are
extra. The winter rate for lodge
rooms at Jenny Wiley and
Carter Caves is $9.50 per night
for one person and $14 for two.
There is no charge for children
12 and under who accompany
adults.
Early reservations are en-
couraged and can be made by
contacting either the individual
parks or the Central Reser-
vations Service in Frankfort. In
Kentucky the toll-free number
for Central Reservations is 1-
800-372-2961. From neighboring
states, reservations may be
made toll-free by calling 1-800-
626-2911,
and for the first time this y_tar;  _
the Korean Conflict,
There are-1,166- veterans
World War I who have retained
their policies and will share in
the $194,000 with an average
payment of $175.
World War U veterans in
Kentucky witli_pialicieszumber _
37,290. They will receive an
average payment of $82 from a--
state total of $3,067,063. •
Korean veterans will receive
a smaller amount, averaging
about $11. Total amount of the
divident for 5,154 Kentucky
veterans is $55,000.
All payments are automatic
and veterans do not need to
make application for them.
Americans love
their museums
Some type of meet= vent-
every three days in this cow,
try, adding to the 5,000 some
in existence.
In 1953, Americans paid
about 100 million visits to mu-
seums and art galleries; dis-
figure had doubled by 1962
and now stands at about 706
million visits each year. -
CNS
SOUTHERN WOOD
ATLANTA, Ga. - By the
year 2000, the South's forests
will be producing about 55 per
cent of the nation's total wood
needs, according to the South-
ern Forest Institute. -
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2 Notice
NOTICE TOGREDITORS:
Raymound Parks, Dec'd.,
Carmon Parks, Route 4,
Murray, Ky., Administrator
Lloyd T. Dublin, Dec'd,
Ivergene Dublin, Route 1,
Dexter, Kentucky, Ad-
rninistratrix
M. C. Chandler, Dec'd, Dorris
Chandler, Route 3, Paris,
Tenn., Executor
Mealus Swann Barbee, Dec'd,
, Gladys Swann, 109 N. 10th St.,
Murray, Ky., Executrix
Charles Wesley Waldrop,
Dec'd, Isabelle W. Hunt, 3819
Knollwood Drive, Chatta.,
Tenn., Executrix
Elvia Fayne Lawrence, Dec'd,
Nelda Wiggins, Route 2,
Murray, Ky., Executrix
Helen W. Lassiter, Dec'd,
James M. Lassiter,
Professional Bldg., Murray,
Ky., Executor
Eupharubena Johnson Un-
derwood, Dec'd, Juanita Ann
Collins, Route 7, Murray, Ky.,
Executrix
Notie Paschall Lamb, Dec'd,
Beauton Hart, Route 1, Hazel,
Ky., Administratrix
-T. Rafe Jones, Dec'd, Ralph W.
-Paschall, -Rowena V. Cullom,
Gatesborough Circle, Murray,
-Xy., Co-Adm.
Conrad Dermont Carr, Dec'd,
Rexie Carr, Box 86, Dexter,
Ky., Administrator
James K. Wisehart, Dec'd, Nell
Smith, New Concord, Ad-
-- ministratrix
Cross Spann, Dec'd, Gladys
Spann, 1409 Dudley, Murray,
Ky., Executor
Aide Clay Barrow, Dec'd, Geo.
Edward Overbey, Jr., 291
Main St., Murray, Ky.,
Executor
J. F. McElrath, Dec'd, 011ie C.
Hall, Route 3, Benton, Ky.,
Executor
All persons having claims
against said estate are notified
to present them to the Ad-
ministrator or Executors
verified according to law,
same to be presented to said
Administrator or Executors in
due course of law.
This 6 day of January, 1975.
Marvin Harris, Clerk
By: Judith Ainley, D. C.
FEEL LONELY? Depressed,
Dial NEED 753-6333.
NEEDLINE.
TO WHOM it may concern:
from this day, January 8, 1975,
I will not be responsible for
_ any debts contracted, by my
wife, Sylvia Noel. Signed:
Edward H. Noel
2 Notice 16. Home Furnishings
Tease & Pleas* Beauty Skop
livers haikr 14- Pew 753-0757
Special Permanents 1995. 
Touch Up Bleeding 14.95
L ADVERTISING
DEADLINES
/ill display ads, classified
L 
and regular
--display, must be submitted
by 12 noon, the day before
publication.
All reader classifieds
must be submitted by 4
pm. the day before
publication.
6. Help Wanted
POSITION AVAILABLE for
part time courier driver.
Requires high school diploma,
no accident record, age of 21 FREATED FENCE posts. Also
minimum, drivers education treated barn poles and lum-
certificate. Please apply in her. 5 x 5s and long lengths.
person at P. S. R., 205 South Poplar Bluff Treating Co ,
etti- Street,- Mut 421y-, Kr.- -420,11- - Highway 60 West,- 314-998-2555
or 314-786-0703.
_
NEW COUCH and Chair. Call
435-4594,
17 Vacuum Cleaners
EXTENDED CHRISTMAS Sale
through January 1975. New
Kirby Vacuums, $1119.95.
Saving on $60. Never priced
this low before. Pay in 90 days,
same as cash. Call Kirby Sales
& Service, 500 Maple Street,
753-0359.
19. Farm Equipment
FRONT END loader. Freemond
for a Ford or Massey
Ferguson tractor. Phone 435-
24, Miscellaneous
OAK FIREWOOD. $12.50 per
rick delivered. Call 436-2315.
SEVEN CORDS of firewood.
21" chain saw. Good condition.
Pine fence posts. Call 436-5411.
FROM WALL to wall, no soil at
all, on carpets cleaned with
Blue Lustre. Rent electric
shampooer, $1.00. Western
Auto, home of "Wishing Well
Gift Shop."
OAK FIREWOOD. $12.50
delivered Call 753-6594 or 753-•
5505. 9328.
Lt H. P. SHALLOW Well jet FIREWOOD FOR sale. We
pump. Single stage. New. Call deliver. $12.00 per rick. Call
753-0444. 753-6555.
JOHN DEERE Low Boy trailer.
Three axle. 8 x 18. 354-6567.
NEEDED- ; SOMEONE to sell
Watkins Products, Call 753-
5550.
Waitress
Wanted
Apply in Person
after 4:00 p.m.
Tom's Pizza
Hwy. 641 N.
20. Sports Equipment
FULL SIZE ping pong table
with play back. Also boy's 26"
Both irr good con-
dition, Call 753-5100.
Auctions
Help Wanted
Houses for Sale
Cars for Sale
Situations
Wanted
DIAL
753-1916
TWO PLUMBERS, one for
,maintenance house calls, one
for new work. Bert Gee
Plumbing, Route 4, Murray.
753-3008.
THIS AREA now available for
sales and service of Elec-
-trolux. Forlull details write or
apply, 111 South 6th St.
Paducah, Ky. Phone 443-6460.
12 Insurance
USED WIlSON 1200 Tennis
racket for sale. $15. Call
between 1-4 p. m. 753-6955.
22 Musical
GIBSON AMPLIFIER with
reverb, 40 watt, 12 inch
speaker, under warranty.
$200. 753-0703.
Mobile Home Insurance
Seasonal restckmces or year
round
Wilson
202 S. 401
Insurance
M753-324.3
IThe sooner you call,the sooneryou save. ' IMese 7534499 M
14. Want To Buy
WANTED - USED guitar or
banjo. Call 753-6863.
OLD MODEL train and
equipment. Call 753-6855.
WANT TO buy rounded top
trunk. Old or New. Good
Condition. Call 527-0273.
FOLD DOWN Camper trailer,
sleeping capacity of 4 or 6
persons. Call 767-2753.
15. Articles For Sale
1974 135 MASSEY Ferguson
with. 8 hours. Bought New in
June. Phone 489-2425.
IF CARPETS look dull and
dreary remove spots as they
appear with Blue Lustre. Rent
electric shampooer, $1.00. Big
K, Bel-Air Shopping Center,
BALDWIN PIANOS and
organs. Rent to purchase plan.
Lonardo Piano Company,
acorss from Post Office,
Paris, Tennessee, and the
Antique Mall, 4th & Sycamore
Murray, Ky.
PIANO FOR sale. Good con-
dition. Call 753-4968,
PIANO TUNING, repair and
rebuilding, prompt service.
Rebuilt pianos for sale. Ben
Dyer 753-8911,
23. Exterminating
26. TV-Radio
1973 CB RADIO-Johnson 250
Messenger, desk mike, an-
tenna, 110 ft. coax. 489-2597.
-720ITH 23 screen black and
white television, used, console
model with stand, reasonably
priced. 767-4055.
27 Mobile Home Sales
NEAR KENTUCKY -Lake, one
54 x 10 custom built trailer
with large lot, 100 x 600 ft.
$4200. Terms if needed.' Call
436-2427.
USED TRAILERS, 10 x 50, good
condition. Air conditioning,
. carpeting, underpinning. Pets
welcome. $2500. 753-2375.
Free
Termite
Inspection
Avoid Costly
Homo Repairs
Kelley's Termite
& Pest Control
100 South 13th Street
Flies, Roaches,
Silver Fish &Shrubs
Phone 7534914
tedwalla
PRECUT, pictured frames,
ready to assemble, assorted
sizes. Murray Lumber Co.
,CUSTOM MATTRESSES for
home, boat, or trailers
Specialty on antique beds.
Factory prices. West Ken-
tucky Mattress and Furniture
Co., 1136 South 3rd Street,
Paducah, Kentucky. Phone
443-7311.
16. Home Furnishings
GOLD MEDITERRANEAN
couch, 2 months old 753-3293.
HOUSE FULL of furniture.
' Phone 753-8150 
_
WOOD OFFICE desk, $35. 71:3
Elm Street. Call 753-8249.
COUCH, $25, Refrigerator. $30
Call 753-0359_
24. Miscellaneous
USED LUMBER and brick for
sale at corner of Poplar and
Railroad Avenue. Or call
Nortonville, Ky. 502-676-3322,
HAVE TREES near city limits
on good road. Want someone
with power saw to cut some
firewood on shares. Claude C.
Miller. Phones 753-5064 or 753-
3059.
36" BASEBOARD electric
heater, 120 volt, three speed
with fan, like new. Also black
vinyl swivel rocker, very good
condition. Both very
reasonable.
INVEST IN a feeling of
security. Largest variety,
lowest prices. No registration
or red tape in Kentucky.
Country Boy Stores, "The
Pistol People", nine miles
west of Hopkinsville Junction
117 and 164. Hours 8-5. Sunday
12-5. Phone 885-5914.
KILLER HOGS for your deep
freeze. Corn fed Hampshires.
753-1348 or 753-9390.
1973 12 x 65 IMPERIAL Manor,
two bedroom with den. Central
air. Set up on choice lot. Ready
to move in. Assume mortgage.
$90 monthly. Phone 753-9573
after 6 p. m.
28 Heating & Cooling
24,000 BTU air-conditioner, five
years old. $100. Phone 753-6615.
29. Mobile Home Rentals
THREE RECENT model
mobile homes, all electric, 12
wides. One 3 bedroom and two
2 bedrooms. Call 767-4055.
ON WATERFRONT lot, 60 x 12
trailer. $50 per month. Call
436-2427.
10 x 50 TWO BEDROOM. all
electric, good neighborhood.
large lot. $70 per month. Call
489-2595.
TWO AND THREE bedroom
trailers. $60 and $75. Electric
heat. Water furnished. 753-2586
after 5 p. m.
10 x 52 TWO BEDROOM. Large
private lot. $65.00 per mdnth.
Call 489-2204.
ONE 12' TWO bedroom trailer.
Also one 10' two bedroom
trailer. Call 753-9867.
NEW TWO bedroom Mobile
home, carpet, all electric.
Water furnished, $50.00
deposit. $125.00- per month. -
Phone 753-207 or 753-8921.
FOX MEADOWS and Coach
Estates Mobile Home Parks.
Spaces and homes for families
only. Small Parks, Superior
accomodations, exclusive
residential area. South 16th
Street. Phone 753-3855.
31. Want To Rent
THREE SISTERS need rental
home near Murray State right
away. Call collect aftei 7 p.m.
502-451-5726.
32. Apartments For Rent
DUPLEX I bedroom, garbage
disposal. dishwasher, 1310
Duguid Drive, Call 753-1262 or
753-7154.
UNFURNISHED TWO
bedroom duplex apartment. ,
1601 College Farm Road. Call
LARGE UPSTAIRS furnished
apartment. Two bedroom.
Central heat and air. Couple In-
small family. No pets. Private
entrance. 8110. Call 753-120344'
753-1790,
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32. Apartments For Rent
NEW TWO bedroom duplex,
carpet throughout. Stove and
refrigerator furnished.
Available now. 753-8500.
EFFICIENCY APARTMENT
at 1603 College Farm Had.
':- Cali 492-8225.
FURNISHED APARTMENTS
near university. Call 753-7575
or 753-0669.
THREE ROOM/ furnished
apartment. Call 753-4598 after
5 P.
EFFICIENCY APARTMENT,
suitable ter one person. Phone
753-2836 after 5 p. m.
DUPLEX, two bedroom, car-
pet, stove and refrigerator,
large closets. 753-3312 or 753-
8096.
, ONE BEDROOM efficiency
apartment, $75 monthly. 753-
TWO BEDROOM duplex
apartment. Call 753-7850.
ONE BEDROOM apartment,
near campus, central heat and
air, uttlities paisj,....6110. 753-
  2699.
• 9410.91.AY MANOR - all new,
all electric, unfurnished. One
bedroom apartments from $99,
two bedroom from $115. On
Duiguid Road, just off 641
North. 753-8668.
32. Apartments For Rent
TWO BEDROOM duplex
apartment. Call 753-7850.
33. Rooms For Rent
REASONABLE ROOMS
sharing large country home,
seven miles out. Connie 753-
4147 or 435-2510.
34. Houses For Rent
FOUR BEDROOM house
located four miles from
Murray on Lynn Grove High-
way. Call 753-7791.
ONE BEDROOM furnished
cottage near campus. $100 plus
utilities. Phone 753-0423.
TWO BEDROOM HOUSE ON
2'2 acres in Cherry Corner
Vicinity. Call 753-4109. -
TWO BEDROOM, wired for
-- washy' and dryer, gas -heat,
prefer middle aged couple. No
pets. 753-3408.
38. Pets - Supplies
TWO FEMALE full blooded
Poodle puppies, 753-7993.
PARADISE KENNELS.
Boarding and grooming. Pick
up and delivery service now
available. Call 753-4106.
Big Antique Auction Sale
641Auction House, 6:30 p. m.
Oak secretary bookcase combination, round table and 6 spin-
dle back chairs, 3 walnut chifferobes, old roll top desk and
chair, walnut used poster bed, white marble top walnut table,
6 draw spool cabinet, round table cut down to coffee table,
oak rocker, showcase, flower stand, copper water bucket,
copper coal hod, old dentist chair, solid walnut American
make hall tree, oak kitchen cabinets, picture frames, old car-
nival glass, rose bowl, art glass, depression guiss, Martha
Washington wash stand, laundry heater, flow blue, child
spintwood rocker, churn, carved back highchair, old trunk,
lamp, wicker chair, lots of other things.
Sponsored by Robert Parr
Auctioneer Shorty McBride No. 247
38. Pets - Supplies
AKC FEMALE German
Shepherd, 11 months old. $45.
Call 753-7883 after 5 p. m.
TWO CHINESE Pugs for sale
Or will trade for Dachsunds.
489-n95
FEMALE BORDER Collie and
two 8 months old male pups.
Will sell two pups or mother
and one pup. Call 437-4365.
641 PET SHOP. Puppies-Spitz,
Toy Poodles, Irish Setters.
Birds-Parakeets, Cockteals,
Canaries. Siamese Kittens.
Gerbils. Fish and supplies.
753-1862 or 753-9457.
43. Real Estate
AT COLDWATER - Almost
-new large three bedroom, two'
bath, brick veneer house.
Central electric heat and air;
double garage. Owner leaving
state.
Ford Road and Camelot - three
bedroom 1 12 bath, brick
veneer, central gas heat,
ventral --electrie--erie con-
ditioning, carport. Only
$29,500.
At 802 South 17th Street - Sharp
three bedroom, two bath,
brick veneer. Central gas
heat, central electric air
conditioning, carpeting,
range, disposal, dishwasher
and exhaust fan. Owners have
left town. Only $33,900. ,
We have several desirable
commercial lots, some
waterfront at Lake Barkley on
Highway 68. Check with us
today on these premium lots.
Telephone Boyd-Majors Real
Estate, 105 North 12th St. 753-
8080.
GREAT LOCATION - f or
starting your business venture
with highway frontages on 280
and 94 East. Good frame home
now on site with ideal vacant
land for expanding. Call now
for details. Moffitt Realty, 304
Main, 753-3597.
THREE ACRES located just
500' north of Chandler Park at
Hamlin, Ky. Property joins
TVA lake front. Good building
sites. Nicely wooded. Electric
and phone at property. Low
price. John C. Neubauer,
Realtor, 505 Main Street,
Murray, Ky. 1502) 753-0101 or
753-7531.
WALL! DRU
*PRESCRIPTIONS
*HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
*LEADING BRANDS Of COSMETICS
Close Out_Sale
1/ All Stock/ 3 Off Wallpaper
Hughes Paint Store
.Phone 753-3642
4.4,4001.464,41)+464644•2•49p464.44* LOT FOR sale in Gatesboro.
Call 753-8448.
"HOW 11-IE 14E1OH5ORHOOD OUT
HERE 1"
47. Motorcycles
1971 HUSKIE WARNER 400
with two runner trailer. $450.
753-3007.
48. Automotive Service
USED HEADERS, traction
Lars, manifolds and car-
buretors, trailer hitches, and
mufflers. Murray Muffler
Service, 201 South 7th St.
49. Used Cars & Trucks
ROBERTS REALTY located oe
South 12th at Sycamore has
five licensed and bonded sales
personnel to serve you plus
twenty years esclusive real
estate experience. -Coll 753-
1651 or come by our office. We
like to talk REAL ESTATE.- -
THE QUALIFIED personnel at
Guy Spann Realty are waiting
hit talk to yon regarding your
Real Estate needs. Our time is
your time. Give us a call or
drop by the office at 901
Sycamore Street, 753-7724.
44 Lots For Sale
s unitumnimmunimiumannii
WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORS
needed for this area
E
Coll Collett 901-885-4878 5 tb 1000 p m. Or
write: MIRACLE PRODUCTIONS Clearbrook
Drive, Union City, Tn.
'No selling
• Port time or full time
• All locations secured
*Expansion opportunity
'Minimum investment only $495 00
AUCTION
Set ten. 11 • 10001. IA.
New Providence...-.
HOUSEHOLD FURNISHINGS including dinette set (6
chairs), refrigerator, 1500 BTU air conditioner, chifferobe,
bed, couch, chair, bookshelves, chifferobe with antique
mirror, books, pole lamp, tables, dishes, pots and pans, tools,
sink, lawn mower, bowling hall, and other miscellaneous
items, 22 Rifle_
Owner is moving and must sell
John Randolph Realty
8. Auction Co.
1111Setewere
753-S342
KENIANA SHORES-Now is
the time to select your lake lot
at 1974 prices. We have large
lots for only $895 and king size
lots on TVA contour for $5395.
May be purchased for $10
down and 1 per cent per
month. Central water, all
weather streets and lake
access. Separate mobile home
sections. We will be happy to
show you these lots at your
convenience. Phone 436-2473.
TRUCK, 1967, FORD F-600 with
new grain bed and hoist.
Excellent mechanically arid in
appearance. Call 753-3976.
1972 CAPRI V-6, under 27,000
actual miles. Excellent gas
mileage. Call 753-5900.
1966 PLYMOUTH. Also 1969
Toyota. May be seen at
Murray Muffler Service 201
South 7th St.
1964 PONTIAC, straight shift,
$200. 1965 Pontiac, $100 or
highest bids. Good condition
Col. Henry Major; New
Concord.
1973 GRAND PRIX. White with
burgandy inside, factory tape
player, sun roof, all extras,
excellent condition. Phone 753-
0530.
1964 CHEVROLET two do,
hardtop, all power and air
Call 753-7143.
1966 VOLKSWAGEN. $495. Fast
back, good condition. Phone
753-2636.
1973 MONTE CARLO, dark
brown, tan vinyl roof, power
steering and brakes, air, 350,
two barrel_ Sharp!. Call. 753-
9168.
9. Used Cars & Trucks
1972 FORD PICKUP, power,
air, automatic, 753-6855.
1962 CHEVROLET, $100. 1964
Pontiar,-$75. Phone -153-8830
after 430 p. m.
1966 FORD, six cylinder,
automatic, 50,000 miles, new
tires, $696 or trade for pickup
4  equal value. Call 489-2435.
CAMP-A-RAMA Sales, coach-
man, Trail Star, Fold down,
'unique, Good used trailers, '2
nide east of 68 and 641 in-
tersection. Draffinville, Ky.
Phone 527-7807.
51. Services Offered
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN-
Prompt, efficient service. No
job too small. Call Ernest
White. 753-0605.
ELECT ROLL X SALES Ii
Service. Write C. M. Sanders,
Box 213 Murray or call 1-382-
2468, Farmington.
SMALL DOZER jobs. .Phone
75.1-7370 after 8 p. in.
JOHN HUTCHENS' Plumbing
and Electric Repair Service.
No jobs too small. 436-5642
before 8 a.m. or after 5 p.m.
WILL DO babysitting in my
home. Phone 753-7316.
WILL DO furniture stripping,
homestead stripping, and
refinishing. Call 753-8470 or
1534812. 1410 Glendale Road-.
'a
AB Asphalt
Paving
*Driveways
'Parking Areas
*Machine Laid
20 Years Experience
Free Estimate
1.247-6199
De1"1101
VI 
51. Services Offered
UPHOLSTERING, - ANY type.
Specializing in furniture, cars,
and. boats. Free estimates.
Ron Collie Upholstery Shop,
Dexter, Ky., Highway 1346.
437-4423.
BACKHOE WORK, septic
systems, sand and gravel,
limestone and fill. John T.
Baker and Sons, 220 South 12th
Street, Murray. Phone 
7536250.
-
WILL DO babysitting in my
home. Call 753-0626.
RUSHHOGGING., PLOWING,
landscaping, lravel hauling.
Myrtle Brenneman. Call 436-
2540. COLLIE PUPS. Call 753-2300
51 Services Offered
Carpet Care
Jet Stream Way
•ktnicts the Dirt
wHorne and Office
.Church Discounts
eFree estimate
eFast Drying
Cal 492-2127
Carpet Master
DOES YOUR hOlfie freed repair,
remodeling, additions,
roofing? Call 436-2516.
54. Free Column
Sondwich-Pizza-Sandwich-Phi,- Smelwich-eizia-Seadwich•Pliza
Thank you for letting us have a
vacation.
The Yellow Submarine will be open
Wednesday, January 8 at 5 p.m. and for
Lunch January 9 at 11:00 a.m.
;.•-•
19.
Sondwich-Pine-Sundwidi-Pizia Sondwieb-PizzaSendwir,h•Pizza 69▪ .
51. Services Offered
GUTTERING BY Sears, Sears
seamless gutters installed per
your specifications. Call Larry
Lyles at 753-2310 for free
estimate.
JERRY'S REFINISHING and
Custom Built Furniture, six
miles south of Murray on
Highway 641. Jerry McCoy,
Owner 502) 492-8837
TREES CUT and topped call
753-1442.
CERAMIC TILE bath, quarry.
marble tops, mirrors. Shower
enclosures. Years of ex-
perience. 753-8500.
GRAVEL HAULING,
driveways, storage sheds.
small cabins, concrete work,
general contracting. Call 436-
5330.
CARPENTRY WORK.
Remodeling, room additions,
any type of home im-
provements__Eree ciiniip, 
436-5840.
Spare Time Income
Refilling and collecting money from NEW TYPE high-
quality coin-operated dispensers in your area. No selling. To
qualify you must have car. references, $800 to $4000 cash.
Partial clung available Three to seven hours weekly can
net ex monthly income More full time.
kw penned Interview write musn-viaa INC., DEPT. D., 56$
Illfshargh, Po. 15212 or eel Collect 4 1 2-93 1-4993.
When arkiig pima Wok yaw phone number.
ROY HARMON'S Carpenter
shop old ice plant). Complete
remodeling and repairs,
cabinets, paneling, doors,
formica work, finish car-
pentry, contracting. Phone
753-4124 or 753-0790 nights.
EXPERIENCED PAINTER
will do interior or exterior
work by the hour or job. 435-
4480.
EXPERIENCED ELEC-
TRICIAN needs work. All
types wiring, also main-
tenance and repair. All work
guaranteed. Call night or day
489-2133.
Storewide Sale
30%50%
C
The Store for Men
NOTICE
The City of Murray Land Fill will
resume charges. Effective Jan, 15.
Sonitertion Deportment
46 Homes For Sale
NEW THREE bedroom house
with seeded lawn - ready for
spring. Concrete driveway and
watt, double garage, two
baths, living-dining room -
combination, all built-in kit-
chen, and Large family room
with fireplace. complete this
lovely home. 753-3903.
306 NORTH 7th Street - Newly
decorated inside and out,
beautiful carpeting, three
bedrooms, extra large lot
providing garden area, outside -
storage, fireplace,
Priced low' Moffitt Realty, 304
Main, 75.3-3597.
Commercial Carpet 
 '2" so yd
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IT'S SO SIMPLE TO USE CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
lust write your ad, count the words, find the amount in the proper column for the number of insertions
you like, then mail the coupon in to us, or phone us if it it more convenient Billing will be made at the
end of the last insertion and is due and payable on receipt
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Deaths and Funerals 
.
Perkins McNeely
Dies Here Today;
Rites Are Friday
Perkins McNeely of Mayfield
Route One died this morning at
1:55 at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. He was 69
years of age.
The deceased was a retired
farmer and had worked for the
State Highway Department. He
and his wife, the former Gladye
Adams, who survives, were
married December 24, 1922.
Born June 21, 1905, in Graves
County, he was the son of the
„ bate Franklin McNeely and
F:1111112 Kozine McNeely.
Mr. McNeely is survived by
his wife, Mrs. McNeely,
Mayfield Route One; one
daughter, Mrs. Ted tFayei
Page of Cuba; one son,
Franklin McNeely of Sterling
Heights, Mich.; five grand-
children, Jerry - McNeely, Mrs.
Deborah Sullivan, Mrs. Betsy
Baker, Rena McNeely and
Christopher Page; two great
grandchildren.
He was a member of the Cuba
Church of Christ where funeral
services will be held Friday at
two p. m. with Bro. James
Shockley and Bro. Charles
Nelson officiating.
Burial will follow in the
May-field Memory Gardens with
the arrangements by the
Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home of Murray where friends
may call after ten a. m.
Thursday. The body will be
liken to the Cuba Church of
Christ Friday at noon and
friends may call there after one
p. m. Friday.
Mrs. Cunningham's
Rites Are Today
•
At Spring Crek
Funeral services for Mrs.
Donie Cunningham are being
held today at two p. m. at the
Spring Creek Baptist Church,
where she was a member, with
Rev. Glen Armstrong and Rev.
Stanley Letterman officiating.
Active pallbearers are
grandsons - Danny Cun-
ningham, John Wayne Adams,
Dan Adams, Phillip Adams,
Bobby Mitchell, and Roger
Mitchell. Honorary pallbearers
are Hoyt McCallon, Billy
Tidwell, J. D. Outland, Roscoe
Feagin, Artelle Tucker. and J.
D. Jones.
Burial will be in the church
cemetery with the
arrangements by the Blalock-
Coleman Funeral Home.
Mrs.- Cunningham, age 97,
died Monday at 1050 p. m. at
the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. She was preceded in
death by her husband, Hugh
( Huiei Cunningham, on Sep-
tember 27, 1944, and one
daughter, Mrs. Mary C. Adams,
on May 15, 1952. Born August 11,
1877, she was the daughter of
the late D. T. and Betty Huie
Jones.
Survivors are one son,
Morgan Cunningham. Murray
-Route Two; two 
grand_ Rutknd and Luvena Kennerley
Rutland.
Survivors are two daughters,
Mrs. Neva Sykes of Memphis,
Tenn., and Mrs. Lloyd ( Marion I
Gayle of Madison, Tenn.; -one
h.:ether, Guy Rutland of Almo.
The funeral will be held
Thursday at two p.m. at the
chapel of the J. H. Churchill
Funeralfiome with Rev. Layne
Shanklin officiating. Burial will
be in the 'temple Hill Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home
Charles Edwin Stubblefield Dies In
Construction Accident On Tuesday
Charles Edwin Stubblefield
died Tuesday from head and
internal injuries suffered in an
accident while he was at work
on the construction of an ad-
dition to the Portland Cement
Plant at Joppa,
The fatally injured man was
51 years of age and was a
resident of Farmington Route
One, Tri City Community.
Herbert Goyert, deputy.
coroner of Massac County, Ill.,
said Mr. Stubblefield was
pronounced dead on arrival at
the Massac Memorial Hospital,
Metropolis, Ill. Goyert said the
deceased was hit by an h-beam
as he was working on the-
construction of the addition to
the plant as a boilermaker.
Mr. Stubblefield was a
member of the Boilermakers
Union of St. Louis, Mo., Scottish
Rite Bodies - Valley of
Southern Illinois, Murray Lodge
No. 105 Free and Accepted
Masons, and the New Concord
Church of ChrisT. He was a
veteran Of World' Vear
- A native  of the Cherry Corner
Zebbie lee Morris
Dies At Fulton
datighters. Mrs. Bobby Mitchell
and Mrs. Ann Jackson; four
grandsons, Danny Cun-
ningham, John Wayne Adams,
Dan Adams and Phillip Adams;
eleven great grandchildren;
two great great grandchildren.
Mother Of Robert
Johnson Dies In
Springfield, Ohio
Zebbie Ike Morris, 70, retired
Illinois Central Gulf employe,
was -ctead on arrival - at-the
Fulton Hospital at 9:15 a. m.
Tuesday. He was stricken at his
home, 506 Arch Street, Fulton.
Funeral arrangements are
incomplete and will be an-
nounced by Rutledge Funeral
Home of Murray.
He was employed for about 30
years by the Illinois Central
Gulf Railroad prior to his
retirement.
Survivors include his wife,
Annie Mae Morris; a daughter,
Mrs. Dorothy Martin of Yp-
silanti, Mich.; three sons, Jerry
Morris, of New York, Adrian
Morris of Boston, Mass., and S.
T. Moms, of Fulton. Another
daughter, Mrs. Mary Patton,
preceded him in death on
November 18, 1974.
He also leaves 30 grand-
children, 15 great grand-
children, a sister, Mozetta
Morris of Mayfield, a brother,
Henry Morris of Joppa. Illinois
and an aunt, Mrs. Eva Paschall
of Memphis, Tenn.''
Aubrey Rutland Of
Almo Dies Tuesday
With Rites Thursday
Aubrey Rutland of Aline died
Tuesday at .two p.m. at the
Parkview Nursing Home,
Paducah. He was 81 years of
age. ;
Mr. Rutland, a veteran of
World War I, was a member of
St. Mary's United Methodist
Church and Moriah Masonic
Lodge in Stewart County, Tenn.
Born February 14, 1893, in
Stewart County, Tenn., he was
the son of the Late Winfield Scott
Mrs. Margaret Johnson West, Thomas Terry Dies
mother of Robert E. Johnson of
Murray, died Tuesday, Tuesday; Funeral
December 11, at a nursing home
in Springfield, Ohio. She was 80 Here On Friday
years of age andher death was
due to complications after
sustaining a broken hip. 
The deceased was born Oc-
tober 26, 1894, and was a native
of Springfield, Ohio. She was
preceded in death by her first
husband, Leroy E. Johnson, and
her' second husband, W. D.
West.
Mrs. West is survived by two Wells, both of Allen Park,
sc'ner- -14444" -E" jahas°" -`-/elrr- Met sons, James
chairtnan of Theatre Arts at ., Marlin Terry, Marvin Terry,
Murray State University, and and Donald Dean Terry, all of
Dr. L. E. Johneori, Associate Detroit, Mich.; one brother,
Dean College of Veterinary. Hosizard Terry, Ohio; eighteen
Medicine at Ohio State , grandchildren; twelve great
University, Columbus, Ohio; grandchildren.
three sisters, Mrs. Mae Burke, Funeral services will be held
Mrs. Ellen Kite, and Mrs. Ruth Friday at 130 jam. at the
Wilt, all of Springfield, Ohio; chapel of the J. H. Churchill
three grandchildren; two great, Funeral Home with Bro. Will T.
grandchildren; several nieces Winchester and Bro. Garnett
and nephews. Hester officiating.
Funeral services were held Burial will be in the Friend-
Friday, January 3, at ship Cemetery. Friends may
Springfield, Ohio. with burial in call at the funeral home after
the Fern Cliff Cemetery there, seven p in. today (Wednesday).
Thomas Terry of Allen Park,
Mich., died Tuesday at 4:30
a.m. at the- Highland Park
Convalescent Home at Allen
Park. He was 77 years iof age,
having been born in Kentucky
on January 22, 1897.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Gracie Phelps Terry, and one
daughter, Mrs. F. R. ( Marelle)
community of Calloway County,
he was born March 19, 1923, to
the late Preston Edwin Stub-
blefield and Ora Edna Bucy
Stubblefield.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Freida Coltherp Stubblefield,
Farmington Route One; three
sisters, Mrs. Clinton
eElizabeth) Warren of
Rochester,'Mich., Mrs. Charles
Smotherman and Mrs.
Ruth Ferguson, both of Murray
Route Five; one brother, James
P. Stubblefield of Clear Springs,
Fla.; five nieces; two nephews.
Funeral services will be held
Thursday at two p. m. at the
chapel of the Max Churchill
Funeral Home with his brother-
in-law, Bro. Glynn Coltharp of
Independence, Mo., and Bro.
Hollis Miller of Murray of-
ficiating. Burial will be in the
Highland Park Cemetery at
Mayfield. .
Masonic rites will be con-
ducted by the Murray Lodge
tonight Wednesday)( at seven
p. m. at the funeral home.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.
Mrs. Holland Dies •
At Age 47; Was
Former Countian
More Car Makers May Follow
Chrysler's Price Reduction
DETROIT (AP) - Auto in-
dustry analysts believe other
U.S. car makers may have to
follow Chrysler Corporation's
lead in granting major price re-
bates of up to 6400 on specific
models to boost sales.
But spokesmen for General
Motors and Ford Motor Co.
said that their firms had no im-
mediate plans to discount their
models.
Chrysler, saddled with 320,000
unsold 1975 models, is launch-
ing the auto industry's first big
price discounts since domestic
ear sales began plummeting
more than a year ago.
Chrysler will offer the re-
bates to buyers of new cars and
light trucks beginning Monday
in an unprecedented five-week
campaign which it hopes will
stimulate sales.
The industry has been under
Murray Group
At Meet At
_Madisonville
-Mrs. - RebecCa Holland- --of
Warren, Mich., formerly of
Calloway County, died Tuesday
at 645 p.m. at the Mt. Clements
Hospital, Mt. Clements, Mich.
She was 47 years of age and
her death was due to com-
plications following an extended
illness. She was a member of
the Coldwater Church of Christ
in Calloway County, and was
born here on December 9, 1927.
Her father, Carter Clark, died
in May 1969.
Survivors are her husband,
William (Bill) Holland of
Warren, Mich.; her mother,
Mrs. Gladys Clark of Almo
Route One; one daughter, Mrs.
William (Joyce) Harris, and
two sons, Ronald and Darrell
Holland, all of Detroit, Mich.;
one sister, Mrs. Marvin
(Bobbie) McDaniel of Almo
Route One.
Funeral services will be held
Friday at two p.m. at the chapel
of the Max Churchill Funeral
Home with Bro. John Hoover
officiating. Burial will be in the
-Murray Memorial Gardens.
Friends may call at the
funeral home after six p.mn
Thursday.
Trucks. . .
(Continued from Page 1
80,000 pounds travel at 55 miles
per hour than trucks weighing
70,000 pounds go 70 mph.
President Ford signed the
federal truck weight law the
same day as a law making 55
mph the national permanent
speed limit.
.,.The Murray congregation of
Jehovah's Witnesses will travel;
to Madisonville January 11 and
1210 attend the weekend circuit
Bible study assembly.
Problems of personal com-
mitment to God in a permissive
society will be studied in the -
development of the assembly
theme "What Sort Of Person
Ought You To Be?". Subjects
such as "Being The Kind Of
Person Christ Is," "Looking To
The Inheritance Ahead," and
others will be considered.
"Interest in having a part in
circuit assemblies has
heightened over the years,"
according to local circuit
supervisor John Mansavage.
"We expect more than fifteen
hundred in Madisonville. This
represents about a 50 per cent
increase in the last five years,"
he adds.
District overseer of Jehovah's
Witnesses in the mid-South,
John Stueflotea; will join
Mansavage in presenting the
principal convention material.
Stuefloten will speak Sunday at
two p.m. on "What The Near
Future Holds!" as the con-
vention's featured address.
Regularly scheduled
congregation meetings will not
be held this week to allow all
local Witnesses to attend the
convention. A regular schedule
of meetings will resume after
the assembly, a local
spokesman said.
Paxton- also said the state
Transportation Department's
suit against 500 Pike County
coal operators may be settled
soon.
The department sued the op-
erators in an attempt to halt
damage to state roads by over-
weight coal trucks.
Paxton said . the deparfinent
is seeking "a contribution"
from the coal operators and
truck haulers to upgrade the
roads used to haul coal.
Paxton drew fire several
months ago when he told the
Kentucky Coal Association that
as far as he was concerned the
state's suit could be dismissed
so long as the roads were up-
graded.
Tuesday he said criticism of
his statement had stemmed
from the erroneous belief that
the state would allow coal oper-
ators to continue overweight
hauling so long as they merely
maintained the roads. He
stressed that the department
would require that the roads be
"upgraded," not _lust main-
tained.
Asked how close settlement
of the suit is, Paxton replied,
"let's just say they, ( The coal
operators) are negotiating in
good faith."
Paxton also said a pre-trial
conference would be held soon
by attorney for the state and
for Clay County coal operators
named in another suit by the
department of- transportation.
He said the Clay County oper-
ators have been unwilling to
negotiate with the state, so the
suit will be pursued.
Creative Writing
Will Be Offered
Two undergraduate creative
writing courses will be offered
in the evening by the Depart-
ment of English at Murray
State University during the
spring semester.
They are: English 340, In-
troduction to Creative Writing,
on Thursdays; and English 341,
Creative Writing II, on
Tuesdays. Each course meets
from 6 to 9 p. m, and carries
three semester hours of un-
dergraduate credit.
Open to anyone interested in
writing ,fiction or poetry, the
introductory course has no
recinirements for adirrifision.
English 341 requires comffletion
Of English 340 or perrniasien ?f
the instructor.
Registration for evening and
Saturday classes at Murray
State will be from 8 a. m. to
noon Saturday, Jan. U1 in the
Waterfield Student "Union
Building on the campus.
Additional information about
the two creative writing courses
may be obtained by calling
George M. Perkins at 502 762-
2315 ( office) or 502 436-2447
( home).
Purchase Area
Hog Market
Federal State Market News
Service January 8, 1975
Kentucky Purchase Area frog
Market Report Includes 8
Buying Stations .
Receipts: Act. 797 Est. ion
Barrows & Gilts Steady
Mostly Steady
US 1-2 200-2.30 lbs $.39.00-39,50
US 1-3 196-240 Its $38.75490),
US 2-4 240-260 lbs 638.25-38.75
US 3-4 260-280 lbs. $37.50-38.25
Sows
US 1-2 270-350 lbs 632.50;33.0c
US 1-3 350-450 lbs $11.50-32.50
US 1-3 450-650 lbs $32.50-33.50
US 2-3 300-500 lbs 1)050-3150
Boars 23.0426.00
heavy pressure from dealers to
roll back prices since record in-
creases averaging $460 a car
went into effect last September.
Sales are off more than 25 per
cent since the increases went
into effect.
One New York analyst said
Tuesday that Chrysler's price
discounts indicate the com-
pany's "recognition that cars
were overpriced."
"It's now inevitable that oth-
ers will follow the move," said
Harry Laubskher of Blyth East-
man Dillon & Co. He predicted
the discounts will result in in-
creased sales.
Another New York analyst,
Arvid Jouppi, added, "Obvious-
ly the campaign will boost
sales. There has been consider-
able price resistance."
Jouppi said Ford and Ameri-
can Motors might adopt similar
consumer incentives because
they too have very high sup-
plies of unsold cars. But he
said GM probably would not be-
cause of a smaller inventory.
The Chrysler campaign,
scheduled to end Feb. 16, offers
rebates of $200 to $300 on a spe-
cific model each week. Another
Demarco To File
For Seventh Term
STANFORD, Ky. )AP) -
State Rep. Harold DeMarcus
said he would file papers today
'in Frankfort to enter the Re-
publican primary and seek his
seventh consecutive term in the
Kentucky House.
DeMarcus has been the GOP
floor leader in the House for
the past three legislatures. He
represents the heavily Republi-
can 80th District, which takes
in Lincoln and Rockcastle coun-
ties and northern Pulaski Coun-
ty.
While DeMarcus had been
mentioned as a possible candi-
date for governor in the fall,
the Stanford businessman said
he decided he could do more
for the party as a House leader
than in statewide elected office.
He had been strongly critical
of a recent suggestion by state
Sen. Joe Graves, R-Lexington,
that the Republicans not put up
a candidate for governor this
year and concentrate on the
lieutenant governor's race in-
stead.
$100 will be rebated on specific
trade-in models that include
both Chrysler and competitors'
cars.
The plan will be backed up
by a media blitz that will cost
an estimated $5 million.
Under the discount plan, the
first of its kind in automotive
history, rebates will be given to
buyers directly by the company
and not by the dealers.
The auto companies have of-
fered discounts in the past, but
only In the form of discounts to
dealers who are free to nego-
tiate lower-than-sticker prices
without cutting into their own
profits.
E-Town Council
Violates Open
Meeting Law
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP-
The Elizabethtown City Council
violated the state open meet-
ings law by going into closed
session to hear a complaint
from a Citizen, the Tattorriéjr
general's office says.
The opinion by Asst. Atty.
Generals, Carl Miller, released
today was in response to a
query from Elizabethtown City
Judge James L. Pate.
Pate said an individual stood
at a regular city council
meeting and said he wanted to
bring business before the coun-
cil. The mayor said the matter
involved a personal compliant
on an individual and, upon
completion of the meeting, the
mayor and city council ad-
journed to another room to
meet in private to hear it.
Miller said the 1974 open
meetings law allows 11 types of
meetings to be held in closed
session but a complaint from a
private citizen tea city council
was not included in such
exemptions.
"Therefore, it is our opinion
that the council should either
have heard the complaint in
public or requested to put the
complaint in writing so that it
could be put on the agenda for
the next meeting," Miller said.
agenda for the next meeting,"
Miller said.
Brezhnev To
Enter Center
For Treatment
BOSTON )AP)- Soviet lead-
er Leonid I. Brezhnev is to en-
ter the Sidney Farber Cancer
Center here today for treat-
ment, The Boston Globe
reports.
In a front page story', the
paper quoted a police source as
saying the 68-year-old Soviet
leader would enter the cancer
center at the Children's
Hospital complex sometime
today.
However, the Roston office of
the FBI, state police, the can-
cer center and airport officials
all told The Associated Press
they knew nothing of the re-
ported visit. In Washington, ini-
tial inquiries to the State De-
partment and the Secret Ser-
vice drew no comment.
In Moscow, there was no
immediate comment from
Kremlin officials on the Globe
story.
Last Friday, syndicated col-
umnist Charles Bartlett report-
ed that while Soviet spokesmen
were saying Brezhnev canceled
a scheduled trip to Cairo next
week because he had the flu, he
PP STOCK MARKET*
Prices of stocks at kmal
tweet at now today fueniabsd to
the Ledger & Timm by I. M.
Mmon Co. are as follows:
Airco 11,11
Amer. Motors 45a unc
Ashland Oil 17% -%
A.T. & T. 46'2 -i•
Boise Cascade 11,s uric
Fairchild Camera 18% -NI
Ford 347,, unc
Gen. Motors 35% unc
Gen Tire 11'2 unc
Goodrich 14% •
Gulf Oil 18;• -Ls
Pennwalt 111%
Quaker Oats 14,4 -44
Tappan 41/2 unc
Western Union 10% -%
Zenith - -1%
Prices of stock of local in-
terest at noon, EDT, today,
furnished to the Ledger & Times
by First of Michigan, Corp., of
Murray, are as follows:
Kimberly Clark
Union Carbide
W. R. Grace
Texaco
Gen, Elec,
GAF Corp.
Camp, Soup
Geo. Par.
Pfizer
Jim Walters
Kirsch
Hot. Inn
actually was suffering from Disney
leukemia. 
-F'ranklin Mint
The Soviet news agency Tass
had announced on Dec. 30 that
the trip was postponed in-
definitely. No reason was given. a
Later, an Egyptian newspaper
said -'health reasons" forced
cancellation of the trip.
Chairlift • •
(Continued front Pagi 1
we work within it," Carroll said.
He said he has brought to-
gether the best talent available,
but the first question arising is
whether the restructuring will
increase costs.
"The answer is yes, it will
come, but in my opinion,
justifiably so," the governor
said.
He said a governor alone
with the prior staff cannot ef-
ficiently spend a $5 billion
budget every two years and get
the most productivity from 30,-
000 employes. 4
However, he added, his staff
and budget is about the same
size as his precedessor, Gov.
Wendell Ford, "with the ex-
ception of the top management
people we have brought in.
VY.
25 -1/4
41 -La
23%
23% -%
34 +%
8% +%
30% +%
29% -%
30 -1
24% +Is
12% uric
5% unc
231/4 -4's
reer
(Continued from Page 1
1973, following the Mideast war.
A ma)or aim is to demonstrate
_ that .the United States intends to
secure its oil shipping routes to
and from the Persian Gulf.
There were reports that sen-
ior defense officials pondered in
recent days whether to delay
the Enterprise's entrance into
the Indian Ocean because its
appearance there now might
agitate Arab and other nations
already aroused by Kissinger's
carefully hedged remarks about
possible U.S. military action.
LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake, 7 a. m 354.3,
down 0.2. Below dam 320.1,
down 0.9.
Barkley Lake, 7 a. m. 354.3,
down 0.3. Below dam 324.8,
down 0.2.
Sunset 4:56. Sunrise 7:10.
Moon sets 2:13 p. m., rises
Wednesday 4 52 a in,
vikeitiskuulevia"-1>
••
OUR BEST
DOUBLE
KNITS
100% polyester, 60"
wide. Jacquards, 2
& 3 color fancies.
Buy now and save!337
SPECIAL SELECTION
.DOUBLE KNITS
237Y D&Mr now on knits you'llwear every month of theyear! Solids, jacquards,2 & 3 color fancies. 100%
polyester, 60" wide.
Reg. 2.99, 3.99 yard
sum, 11001
Rag' 119, 8.99 yard
100% POLYESTER
DRESS KNITS
Fashion -favored small prints in many
colors. Young, fun to mak• and fun
to wear. 60" wide, Machine wash, tity.
A terrific buy. Don't wits it.
3
YD
Reg. Lei yard 7" to 24" metalceLl tipparc---
'Rog. ,19e-29e ea
T-SHIRT
KNITS
No-iron blend of 65%
polyester, 35% cotton
60" wide in prints.
87
YD
Reg. 2.29 yard
ZIPPERS
I Cperinch
fabrifie
FABRIC CENTERS
Moors: 9-6 Aloo.•Toe. - Wird.
Thers.-Fii. -Sot.
Closed Sundays
Jar. 9-11 Sole
Mnikiralivitetweirm ,litomttamminsit_
to
M.
war.
ate
ids to
es to
sen-
ed in
lelay
into
e its
ught
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ger 's
'bout
0
354.3,
320.1,
354.3,
124.8,
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The Murray
Ledger & Times
.`4et ((fill j'il,) 0 ednesdav..lanutirs U. / 97.5
(WIT OR'S NOTE The photos on this page, taken by Murray High School
assistant band director Frank Schwalf during the band's recent trip to the Orange
Bowl in Miami, depict various activities that the band members engaged in
during the trip.)
The Stage Barvil On New Year's he
And the Rock Band Played Too.
A little Rest On The Way Down.
A Trip To The Orange Bowl
The Principal & Superintendent Get Into The Act.
Who can eat this early?
Marching In the Junior Parade.
A joint birthday cake was presented to many band members who
celebrated their birthday during the trip.
What's Miami without going to the beach
Chaperones and Parents join the fun.
• v,..,"....irodlarp
-114
just Clowning Around.
NI 1 .01.11111 Sum-111,1min,
•
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BEL-AIR SHOPPING CENTER
We Accept U. S. Govt.
Food Stamps
Banquet
Hyde Park
Grade A Large
Limit 2 with '7' Add. Pur.
Excluding Tobacco it, Dairy Products.
We Reserve The Right
To Limit Quantities
Pot Pies
4 
8 $1"Boxes
Veg-All 3 16-oz Cans
Honey Suckel Hen
Turkey 10-14 lbsSelf Basting
Chuck Roast
futUp
Fryers FamilyPack
This
Week
Win
CASH POT$9
Last Week's Winner: Niva Parker,
Murray. Cord Not Punched.
59c
English Cut 89...
Prices Good Thru Jan. 14th
Krey's
Metzger Pure
89c Pork Sausage 21"°11 $169 
Hostess
Wieners
Hyde Park
Macaroni &
Cheese4 sir
Hyde Park
Whole Kernel
Corn 2
4 Roll
Pkg
Boxes
16-oz Cans
'A Sliced
Ham
Tissue
Hyde Park Coffee
69c Creamer
Tissue
9.
Bush frt.
Northern
Beans 3 15-oz. Cans
Del Monte
1 lb.
Jar
99?
16-oz. Cans 99
4 Roll Pkg. 65C
12-oz. pkg. 9c
Armour Testender
Chuck Roast
Blade
Cut
Metzger's
Riverside99c Bologna
Tomato Juice 41"—z Can or
ll
Chief
Peanut Buffer
Van Camp
18-oz. Jar 79
Porkl Beans 5'= $1003 89, Gr. Chuck 99?79, Glen Valley
cos
Slab Shred
Bacon
49?
Piece Only
lb.
16-oz. Cans
Frosty Acres
Orange Juice
12-oz.
Can
Del Monte
Chunk Style
Tuna
37c 4' 2-oz.Can 
49.
l(Hb
Bag 69c
Red
Potatoes
Pure lean
Family
Pack
99c
lean Pure
Gr. Beef
68.
lb
a
ft
it
S(
( C
ac
fu
Di
en
fit
Cl
It
alt
be
Pr
Ut
Al
us
se
co
ge
PI
F
ke
al
WI
en
a
a
be
Pe
lfl
0
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CO
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sir
a
a
1
lb.
lb.
ce Only
lb.
9 lb
lb
you may notV, able to
produce the results you wish
immediately, but be patient!
You have more at work for you
than you realize. Use skills
smartly!
LEO
( July 24 to Aug. 23) J2
You have a hankering to do
something in a way which is not
supported by logic. Better think
about consequences—to
yourself and others. Be alert,
perceptive.
VIRGO
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23t
Enthuse! This may be THE
factor needed to keep day out of
a rut, free from aggravations.
Day also requires un-
derstanding of others' needs.
LIBRA 
(Sept. 24 to Oct)
Think before taking off in any
direction. Aggressive action
needed in some areas, a slower
pace in others. The Libran's
fine sense of balance should
help you in deciding.
SCORPIO
i Oct. 24 to Nov. 221 ni,e/tiC
This is a time to take vigorous
action in all matters which can
further your advancement.
Don't wait for the "breaks" to
come. Make your own!
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
YrP`i\
)60
With your own personality
and-persuasiveness, you can be
an effective influence in places
where stumbling blocks have
been put up. Planetary in-
fluences are fine!
CAPRICORN
Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) /6
Avoid delays in matters
which, while not pressing,
should nevertheless be handled
before they clutter your
program. General  progress
iricTcateif.-
AQUARIUS
t Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Above-average opportunities
indicated, but you may have to
seek out some for yourself. It
will be possible now to obtain
cooperation which you could not
get in the past.
PISCES
( Feb. Xi to Mar. 20)
Double-check on plans. Listen
keenly during discussions: Be
alert to faults in reasoning—
whether your own or another's;
and DO be tactful in offering
opinions.
YOU BORN TODAY art
endowed with great ambition
and a magnetic personality_
You set lofty goals for yourself
and usually achieve therr
because you are industrious,
persevering, highly progressive
in your methods and extremely
optimistic. There's very little
that dismays the well-developed
Capricornian. You could
become a top-flight bosiness
executive, lawyer, writer,
statesman, entertainer or
scientist—depending on your
leanings ahd education, of
COUTSC. Your potentials are
endless. Birtbdate of: Richard
Nixon. 37th Pres., U.S.A.;
Carrie Chapman Catt, Amer.
suffragette; Joan Baez, folk
singer.
MAJOR MEDICAL
NEW YORK — Some 81.2
million people under 65 and
1.3 million 65 and over cur-
rently have some protection
against catastrophic illnesses
oraccidents through major
medical coverage provided by
insurance companies, accord-
ing 4o the Health Insurance
InstAute. CNS
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Your Individual
Horoscope
DZi6v
Frances Drake
FOR THURSDAY,
JANUARY 9, 1915
Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES
Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) I"
Strength of purpose,
ingenuity and a thorough
knowledge of your ground will
be needed now: Put first things
FIRST, and don't engage in new
undertakings without careful
study.
TAURUS
I Apr. 21 to May 21) 6ea'
Gains, both large and small,
dominate this day's picture. But
you will have to work for them,
of course. Also be judicious in
deciding just HOW you will
invest money—and energies!
GEMINI
(May 22 to June 21) n41-
Planetary influences indicate
some pressure in business
Matters, but remain steadfast
and hopeful. You CAN advance.
Personal affairs promise to be
interesting.
CANCER
Houston Medical Examiner
Talks About Mass Murders
HOUSTON MEDICAL
-EXAMINER DISCUSSES
MASS MURDERS
RICHMOND, Ky.—The chief
medical examiner for Houston,
Tex., said recently that the
• effort continues to identify six of
the 27 bodies of teenage
runaways uncovered 16 months
ago in the homosexual mass
murder case there.
Dr. Joseph Jachimzyh, the
medical authority in charge of
the highly publicized case, told
the seventh annual Kentucky
Coroner's Conference at. Rich-
mond that more than 300 dif-
ferent leads have been fur-
nished on one of the six
unidentified bodies alone.
As the case stands now,
Elmer Wayne Henley, 18, has
been tried and convicted la the
murder of six of the victims,
receiving six sentences of 99
years each to be served con-
secutively. The trial of David
Brooks, the other defendant, is
set for February.
Henley already had confessed
to the killing or Dean Corti, the
alleged leader of the murder
ring, before being linked to the
murders, Dr. Jachimzyh said.
Dr. Jachimzyh said all of the
victims were male Caucasians
aged 14-22. Most of the young
men were runaways from the
Houston area and had been
strangled, wrapped in plastic
canvas material and deposited
in pairs in shallow graves.(June 22 to July 23) 
—He said.tbEefiecti.ve-niemsuf-
identification so far has been
through dental examinations:
Of the 21 known victims, 14 were
identified by restructuring
jawbones and checking dental
records.
Dr. Jachimzyh said a
Lexington dentist played a key
role in the dental examinations.
Dr. Jachimzyh also attributed
the success achieved so far in
identifying the bodies to
aggressive investigatory
techniques, centrally handled
information channels and,
"above all, an effort to not push
the panic button."
Earlier in the meeting, Glenn
Murphy, chief chemist for the
state Health Bureau's medical
examiner program, reported
that program's toxicology
laboratory at Frankfort has
increased its capabilities with
the addition of a third
chemist and a 810,000
gaschromatograph. The lab
serves all of the state coroners.
Murphy also said that the lab,
for the first time, can handle a
variety of cases instead of only
suspected homicides. Until
recently, the lab operated under
a federal grant which restricted
the caseload to murders. That
restriction was lifted this fiscal
year when lab operating costs
were absorbed into the state
budget.
Dr. Jerry Francisco, head of
Tennessee's medical examiner
program and consultant to
Kentucky's limited program,
said better cooperation between
coroners and forensic labs
would greatly increase chances
of solving homicides, suicides
and traffic accidents.
Dr. Francisco also urged the
establishment of "more
definitive and uniform stan-
dards and guidelines" for
coroners, medical examiners
and chemists to use in deter-
mining what constitutes a lethal
dose of narcotics or poisons.
In other business, the
following men were elected as
officers for the Kentucky
Coroner's Association during
1975: Kenneth M. Grant, Scott
County, president; J. B. Morris,
Pulaski County, vice-president;
Dr. R. F. Greathouse, Jefferson
County, second vice-president;
and Billy G. Wilkey, Jefferson
County, executive secretary-
treasurer. -
The conference was spon-
sored jointly by the Bureau of
Training of the Kentucky
Department of Justice, and the
Kentucky Coroners'
Association. It has been held
annually for the last seven
years on the campus of Eastern
Kentucky University.
Anatomical Gift Designation
Now On State Driver licenses
FRANKFORT, Ky. —
Drivers' licenses issued in the
Commonwealth of Kentucky
this year will bear a color
photograph of the license
holder.
Another change in the Ken-
tucky driver's license approved
by the 1974 General Assembly is
the anatomical gift designation
on the back side of the driver's
license.
Stet*. Dsimer hictuising
Director F. E. Hodges said that
Kentucky will be the first state
to have a license with both the
color photograph and the
anatomical gift designation
included on it,
Under the "instant" photo
process which has been adopted
for the license pictures, the
applicant will have his or her
photograph taken where the
license is picked up. The
photograph will be developed,
laminated to the license and
given to the applicant in just a
few minutes.
The cost of the photo-license
in being raised from the current
$3 to $4 to cover the additional
expense of the photographic
process.
The new zphoto-t*ertng
driver's license Was approved
by the Kentucky General
Assembly during the last
legislative session.
The license holder can specify
that he is making an anatomical
gift to take effect upon his
death. He many specify any
needed organ or he may
designate specific organs which
he wishes to donate upon his
death.
Since the anatomical 'gift or
gifts will be designated on the
driver's license, the organs can
be removed immediately upon
death while they can still be
-successfulty transplanted,-
Hodges said.
Hospital Report
January 5, 1975
ADULTS 126
NURSERY 9
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Baby Girl Parrish mother
Danna G.), Dexter, Baby Girl
Keller (mother Helga), 1702
Audobon Dr., Murray.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Elizabeth Puckett,
Dexter, Mrs. Mary H. Graves,
1513 Canterbury Dr., Murray,
Mrs. Mildred M. Story, Rt. 7,
Murray, Mrs. Joyce Duncan
and Baby Girl, Rt. 3, Murray,
Mrs. Lillie E. Chambers, 806 S.
9th., Murray, Mrs; Doshie K.
Smotherman, Rt. 1, Hazel,
Plenty C. Walker, 501 Pine St.,
Murray, Homer Wicker, 1110
Poplar, Murray, Kelly Outland,
809 Sycamore, Murray.
-Your choice.
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East Side of The Square
Sweet 'N Low
Box of 100
Pockets
Sale
Granulated Sugar
Substitute
59c Limit 2
We Reserve The Right To
Limit Quantities
Sale Starts Wednesday
Ends Satu. (Jay
an, 
BAYER
ASPIRIN
Stop, Shop
and
SAVE!!
Boyer
Aspirin
Fast ain Relief
Bottle of 100
Reg. '1.37 Sale
Geritol
Tablets
High potency iron and
vitamin tonic
Bottle of 40 8 7 FREE
Reg. $3.39 Sale$189
Johnson's
"„. Baby Powder
4-oz Plastic
P4lerbabY
7QC
Sale alw
Miss Rreck
Hair Spray
Choice of Regular,
Super Hold, Unscfonted,
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Lexinton:  Athens Of The West
By J. Winston Coleman Jr.
After an unsuccessful attempt
had been made in June, 1775 to
settle Lexington, Col. Robert
Patterson with 25 men from
Fort Harrod, came to this site
and on April 17, 1779 began
construction of a stockade
which permanently established
the town. Lexington was one of
the first cultural centers to
develop after the Revolutionary
War and soon became known as
the -Athens of the West." From
the early 1780s to 1820. the
Bluegrass capital was second
only to New Orleans as the
largest and wealthiest town
west of the Alleghenies.
From 1805 to 1830, Lexington
was the cultural, intellectual
and manufacturing center of
the West. Joseph Charless
published the first city direc-
tory in 1806. His work describes
the infant town as having "104
brick, 10 stone and 187 frame
and log houses," together with a
"Court House, jail, market-
house, four places of public
worship, a handsome lodge for
Free Masons, the Transylvania
University and a public
library.- The Kentucky Hotel,
owned by Henry Clay, faced the
public square; it had an
assembly room seating 200 and
was the town's chief social
center for the Years 1804 to 1810.
The stone courthouse having
been outgrown, a handsome
three-story brick with clock
tower and spire was erected in
1806. Two years later Luke
Usher opened his theater,
capable of seating 500 to 600
persons. This was the first
permanent theater in the early
West, although traveling actors
had played in tents, the cour-
thouse and taverns. Tran-
sylvania University, chartered
in 1780, had its first building in
the north end of Gratz Park,
facing downtown Lexington.
Lexington had at this period,
in addition to a theater, three
newspaper offices, two stage
coach lines, six places of public
worship, a portrait painter, a
sculptor, nine physicians, four
silversmiths, two book stores,
several "housejoiners," one
architect, two Mason lodges, an
Indian doctor, academies for
both sexes, numerous factories,
three or four taverns, Giron's
Confectionery, a circulating
library, a bank or two and
Transylvania University, which
contributed much to sustain
Lexington's title as the Athens
of the West.
A number of foreign visitors
came to observe the various
industries of the city. in 1810
John Melish reported "13 ex-
Taxpayers Should
Gather Records Now
For Easier Filing
LOUISVILLE-With the tax-
filing period approaching,
taxpayers should begin now to
gather their records and make
sure they are complete and in
proper order, the Internal
Revenue Service advised.
"Taxpayers who itemize their
deductions," Paul Niederecker,
JRS District Director for
Kentucky, said, "should collect
such items as check stubs to
substantiate charitable con-
tributions, bank statements to
account for mortgage
payments, records that show
interest paid on charge ac-
counts or auto payments, bills
for medical or dental costs,
records of union dues paid, etc.
He advised taxpayers to
assemble records before the tax
filing season begins. "That way
you have plenty of time," he
said, "to look for or obtain
..ecords supporting important
deductions you are entitled to
take and you avoid last-minute
errors
Niederecker said that
gathering records early enables
a taxpayer to file sooner and
receive a refund faster. "As a
matter of fact," he said, tax-
payers might well give serious
thought now to setting up a
record-keeping system for next
year."
Niederecker also stressed
that married taxpayers filing
should make sure that the social
security numbers of both
husband and wife appear on the
Forms 1040 or 1040A filed.
Taxpayers with extra income
froth a sideline job were
reminded to determine whether
such income is subject to self-
- employment tax. •
FAR APART
The greatest distance be-
tween any two points in the
United States is 5,852 miles
between Log Point, Fla, and
Hawaii's westernmost part,
Kure Atoll. — 046
tensive rope walks, five cotton
and bagging manufactures and
one of duck ( cloth)." Other
business concerns listed were
"eight cotton factories, three
woolen manufactures and one
oil cloth factory." Four years
later, John Brown, a New
England visitor, counted "four
nail factories, two copper and
tin manufactures, several
jewelers and silversmiths, ten
saddle shops, two iron foun-
deries, five cabinet shops, three
painters, three gunsmith shops,
an umbrella factory, 12
blacksmiths, six hatters, 16
shoe makers and two atne•king
weavers.- In addition, he noted
"three steam grist mills and
Iwo steam paper nulls."
Other visitors, like Henry B.
Fearon in 1817, spoke of the
city's manufacturing growth
which by now included "three
tobacco factories, four coach
factories, several gun powder
mills, a lead factory, founderies
for casting iron and brass and a
number of places for making
cotton bagging and hempen
yarns." This traveler estimated
the city's factory investment at
two and one-quarter million
dollars. As to the cultural
aspect, James Flint observed in
ro e
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1818: ''There are here many
genteel families, a few of whom
keep coaches. The town, on a
whole, exhibits a well-dressed
population. Lexington," he said,
"is still considered the capital
of fashion in Kentucky.
Transylvania University
under the learned Dr. Holley
and the eccentric Hafinesque
was on a par with Yale and
Harvard and in 1816 conferred
its first medical degree. Col.
Josiah Dunham conducted the
fashionable Lexington Female
Academy and Madame
Waldemard Mentelle
established "A French School
for Young Ladies," where Mary
Todd Lincoln received a part of
her early education.
Several fine buildings were
SPARE
RIBS
99c
erected during this period.
Matthew Kennedy, Lexington's
first architect designed the
three-story brick Main Building
at Transylvania University,
which stood near the center of
Gratz Park. This was com-
pleted in September, 1818, at a
cost of $30,000. It burned May 9,
1829. I.ikewise, Kennedy
designed the first Transylvania
Medical Hall at Market and
Church streets in 1827 and the
Grand Masonic Hall on West
Main Street, built during the
years 1824-1836. This was a
three-story brick with cupola
and spire and was considered
the most pretendious building in
the Western Country.
Duals were not uncommon in
this cultural center. Henry Clay
We, ION MN.
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CHICKEN
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LEG
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Fryer
faced Humphrey Marshall on
the field of honor in 1808;
seventeen years later he ex-
changed shots with John
Randolph of Virginia. Neither
party was injured. Doctors
Dudley and Richardson of the
Transylvania Medical School
met early in August, 1818 to
settle their differences with
powder and ball, and in 1829
young George Trotter killed
Robert Wickliffe Jr., son of the
"Old Duke," in an affair of
honor growing out of a personal
reference in the Kentucky
Gazette.
General Lafayette's visit in
May, 1825 was one of the big
social events of the period. He
and his party came by carriage
and horseback from Louisville,
ROUND
STEAK
Or Bone In Swiss
$ 18
by way of Shelbyville, Frank-
fort and Versailles to
Lexington. In honor of the
French nobleman, a large
reception was held at Sanford
Keen's Tavern and in the
evening an elaborate ball was
given in the uncompleted Grand
Lodge Hall in West Main Street.
On May 17 the entourage left
about mid-morning for
Georgetown having spent just
24 hours in the Athens of the
West. President James Monroe
visited here in July, 1819 and
Jefferson Davis, future
President co. the Confederacy,
was a student at Transylvania
during 1821-24.
For two and a half decades,
Lexington w is the early market
and manufacturing center of
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the West, but found itself
commercially isolated when
the steamboat became the
practical carrier for passengers
and freight. Not being located
close to a navigable river, she
lost much of her commercial
importance. When the
steamboat Enterprise made its
first voyage upstream from
New Orleans to Louisville in
1815, the Bluegrass capital was
forced to surrender the major
share of her trade with the cities
of Louisville and Cincinnati. By
1830, the Athens of the West was
almost completely shorn of its
commercial glory and settled
down to become a cultural and
intellectual city, rather than a
great industrial and
manufacturing center.
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VIC Attempts To Keep Glory Of Cornbread Comes
Ex
-Offenders In Line
FRANKFORT, Ky — Who in
Kentucky cares that more than
80 per cent of all serious crimes
are committed by ex-offenders?
Jay Pay cares enough to
devote most of her waking
hours to changing the unsettling
trend by serving as director of
the Lexington area Volunteers
In Corrections i VIC).
Miss Pay, who disclosed the
alarming percentage in a recent
interview, said efforts to curb
the rising tide in ex-offender re-
involvement in crime have been
added to VIC's alrea ly growing
program of commt.nity-based
services to probationers,
parolees and persons who have
completed full sentences.
Miss Pay said the news about
the high degree of ex-offender
criminal activity neither
startled her staff nor sparked
any sense of panic. Rather, she
said it more or less forced "us to
launch a program of new ser-
viees—and to bolster older ones
earlier than we'd originally
planned."
In the case of VIC, providing
riew services means enlisting
new volunteers. There
currently are about 50 volun-
teers in the Lexington VIC of-
1 tee; which is only one of the
eight offices in the state. In all,
—this year there are about 500
volunteers, more than in any
previous year since VIC was
started in 1970.
"More and more we're em-
phasizing community-based
programs, following the lead-
which (state Corrections)
Commissioner Charles J. 1
Holmes set a couple of years
ago," Miss Pay said.
Among the steps most
recently taken to help ex-
offenders steer clear of renewed
criminal activities has been the
establishment of special
volunteer committees to cover
such areas as housing, job
placement and counseling. But
serving on a particular com-
mittee does not prevent
volunteers from helping in other
committee areas as well, she
added.
Explained Miss Pay, "The
committees give structure to
our efforts and have improved
the delivery of services. They
cut down the Unfelt takes for an
ex-offender to ire( help or solve
a problem because he gets
plugged right into the com-
mittee or person who is geared
to handle it."
To insure that problems are
properly handled, volunteers
now must participate in at least
two general training sessions
realities" and see things from
both sides of the coin. Dean
McReynolds and Norman
Jackson, both former inmates
at the Blackburn Correctional
Complex near Lexington, were
themselves clients of VIC
programs.
"I needed money and a place
to stay. Things couldn't have
been so bleak," McReynolds
said in a choked voice. 'They
I VIC) helped me, so why
shouldn't I help others in the
same boat I was in?"
, Jackson became involved in
VIC long before his release, and
that involvement has become
more intense since then. "I was
really impressed with the VIC
people who came to Black-
burn," he said. Jackson now
serves as ombudsman at Black-
burn, fielding inmate com-
plaints and suggesting and
relaying them to both the prison
administration and Miss Pay.
Both Jackson and
McReynolds said their interest
in VIC was aroused and further
nurtured by Martha Hankins, a
VIC volunteer who, until she
died from injuries suffered last
winter in an auto accident, was
a regular visitor at Blackburn.
"She - was a natural for the
job. She wasn't phoney and the
guys knew it," Jackson said.
As demonstrated by Mrs.
Hankins, VIC programs are not
held exclusively to a com-
munity-based level, but are also
heavily involved at the in-
stitilli6fiel level. tzrington VIC-
is involved at the federal prison
at Lexington and the women's
prison near Pewee Valley, as
well as at Blackburn and local
jails in the area.
Statewide, VIC offices are
involved in most of the seven
state correctional institutions,
but none is more active than the
Lexington outfit. Overseeing
the Lexington office is a 17-
member board of directors
comprised of nine corrections
practitioners and eight lay
persons from the Central
Kentucky area.
Hospital Report
January 4, 1975
ADULTS 113
NURSERY 8
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Baby Boy Jaco (mother,
Brenda Gale I, 215 E. 21st,
Benton.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Mary Sue Cathey, 1506
Clayshire, Murray, Vanessa J.
Eickhoff, Rt. 3, Box 98, Murray,
George Powell, 218 Strafford,
arid a number of continuing 
.,-;Ferndale, Mich., Samuel R.
Outland, 405 S. 11th, Murray
education classes for speeffir "
areas. 
Freeman E. Sykes, 1662
Calloway Ave., Murray, Mrs.
As badly as volunteer' are
needed, Paul Dickerson, VIC 
Evelyn C. Lockhart, 418 S. 8th,
training director at Lexington, 
Murray, Leon Orr, 1660
said, however, that prospective 
Calloway, Murray, Mrs.
Martha F. Butterworth, Rt. 1,
volunteers are screened to weed
out the well-in 
Murray, Mrs. Deborah L.
tended "non- McWherter and Baby Girl, Rt.
realists" from those who can 4, Murray, William T. Nance,
cope with the "darker realities
of life that affect the ex-
Rt. 1, Mayfield, Elvis G.
offenders."
McReynolds, 616 Broad,
Two of VIC's most recent 
Murray, Wade Enlo Green, Rt.
volunteers apparently have 
2, Hazel, R. A. Slinker, Rt. 7,
Murray, Mrs. Oina Whitnell,
insight into those -dark 1219 Dogwood, Murray.
By Nevyle Shackelford
UK College of Agriculture
Although it may be plebian in
origin, rustic by nature, and in
times past the object of mild
derision, cornbread can
nevertheless stand up in any
company.
It has been argued, too, that
of all the bread ever baked since
time began, few, if any, loaves
can match the soul-satisfying
goodness of a pone of cornbread
baked not in an over but in an
old-fashioned skillet on a bed of
hot coals.
Cornbread has a special af-
finity for fish, pork, green
beans, sorghum, sweet milk,
butter, and stew. The taste of
cornbread, when dunked in a
bowl of bean soup, approaches
the sublime, and when baked
with a handful or two of
cracklings from freshly ren-
dered pork, cornbread becomes
Aliens Urged
To Fill Out
Address Cards
S. F. Perryman, District
Director of the Immigration
and Naturalization Service,
Cleveland, Ohio, today urged
aliens in the area Who have not
yet filled out the annual alien
address card to do so before
January 31.
The Immigration official
pointed out_ that the law
requires all non-citizens except
persons in diplomatic status
and foreign representatives to
certain international
organizations, such as the
United Nations, to mail their
address card to the Government
each January.
Perryman added: "The
parent or legal guardian of an
alien child under fourteen years
of age must fill out the address
card for such a child in order to
comply with the law."
He declared: "We have tried
to make it as convcnient as
possible for non-citizens to meet
the address report
requirements; and, in view of
the serious penalties for willful
violation, all persons subject to
the address _report law are
urged to fulfill. this obligation
before the end of January."
Perryman advised:
"Reporting is not difficult. The
card with which to report may
be obtained from any post office
or any office of the Immigration
and Naturalization Service. Any
non-citizen who is ill may send a
friend or relative to obtain the
card for him."
After filling it out, place a
postage stamp on the reverse of
this card and drop the card in
any mailbox.
SICKLE CELL
KANSAS CITY, Mo. — Al-
though sickle cell anemia is
not limited to blacks, accord-
ing to the American Academy
of Family Physicians, ap-
proximately 8 per cent of
American blacks have the
trail — CNS
=Mr MUM
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truly fit for the divine palates of
the gods of myth and fairy tale.
Gifted housewives of the
South have developed corn-
meal-baking into a fine art.
From the simple but robust
corn dodger of the Indians,
made by mixing cornmeal with
water and salt and baking it on
a flat board before a campfire,
to such wonderful things as
spoonbread, muffins, hush
puppies, batter cakes and
southern cornbread. Southern
cooks have come up with
goodies made from cornmeal
that have few equals in the
annals of culinary art.
REGULAR OR
HERBAL
VASELINE
INTENSIVE
CARE
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139
In The Cooking
It is a well-known fact that for
corn and the discovery of
cornbread, we owe a tremen-
dous debt to the Indians. But no
one knows who first found out
that, by blending together a
cup of cornmeal, a pint of
„whole milk, three tablespoons of
melted butter, one and a half
teaspoons of salt,, one-half
teaspoon of baking powder, and
four beaten eggs, and baking
this mixture at 350 degrees for
about an hour, the result would
be that incomparable taste
treat known as spoonbread. If
that person—presuinably a
woman — was known, she
VASELINE
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CARE
BATH BEADS
TRY THIS!
SAVE MONEY ON
PRESCRIPTIONS
AT BEGLEY'S.
The neat time you have a pre
scription to he filled. bring it to
Begloy's and at our friendly, pro
fessional pharmacist give you
Bog loy's price to fill it.
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would, in the opinion of many,
be deserving of a monument tall
as the Statue of Liberty.
Who first compounded and
baked the superb Southern
cornbread is a person equally
deserving but likewise
unknown. Fortunately, though,
the knowledge is still with us.
From the files of UK Extension
home economists conies this
recipe that has been handed
down for generations.
Take 1-tx cups of cornmeal; 1-
teaspoons of salt; 1 teaspoon
of baking powder; 2 slightly
beaten eggs; 1-ta cups of but-
termilk; and 2 tablespoons of
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melted shortening.
Mix the dry ingredients. Beat
eggs and add them to the dry
ingredients, along with the
buttermilk. Add shortening to
the dough, mix well, and pour
into a hot greased skillet or
baking pan; bake at 450 degrees
until doqe. The eggs can be
omitted ind the cornbread will
be just about as good. In fact,
some prefer that the eggs be left
out because this leaves the
bread waxy and less crumbly.
To make the wonderful
"crackling bread," according
to the home economists, all that
is necessary is to add cracklings
to the above mixture.
To make battercakes that are
unsurpassed for covering with
butter and sorghum or syrup
NEUTROGENA
SOAP •
• pure, bio-degradable
Neutrogena.. .so
different, is patented
• non-drying
• non-irritating
• contains no hardeners
Or preservatives ..
• no free alkali
ELSEWHERE
25
and eating on a cold winter
morning, take 1 cup of white
cornmeal, L2 teaspoon of soda,
teaspoon of salt, I egg, and 1-
cups of buttermilk.
Mix up the cornmeal with the
soda and salt. Beat the egg and
the buttermilk together and add
to the dry mixture. Stir well,
with a large spoon and then,
using a large spoon, pour
spoonfuls of the mixture onto a
hot greased skillet or griddle.
Turn the battercakes as soon
as they are brown, ald rush
them to the table.
Granted that all this !raise of
cornbread is perhaps a bit
overdrawn, but one feet still
remains. It is a wonderful and
historic pone, and the proof is in
the eating.
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A strange spectacle occurred in the public
square of Salem, New Jersey, one September
afternoon in 1820.
On the courthouse steps stood a man named
Robert Gibbon Johnson. In his hand he held a
fruit widely recognized as a deadly poison.
The fruit was indeed a member of the
notorious nightshade family, a relative of the
deadly mandrake, the henbane, and the jim-
son weed.
Gathered around Johnson were farmers
and townspeople; Including some who were
drawn there out of morbid curiosity. For
Johnson had promised to eat this deadly fruit
at high noon in the public square.
And, before their astonished eyes, he kept
his promise. But, to the surprise of most --
and, no doubt, to the disappointment of some
— he didn't keel over.
Now then. Could you possibly imagine what
it was that Robert Gibbon Johnson ate that
long-ago afternoon in Salem? Well, it was a
totnato!
For the surprising fact is that — for more
than three hundred years — the tomato had
been highly prized as a beautiful but
poisonous decorative plant.
In fact, this belief was so strong that when a
sixteenth century Spaniard named Miguel
Servetu8.rimeo4d.that tomatoes.tar_from
being- eaTISOfious, actually had curative
powers, he was burned at the Stake for
heresy!
. Tomatoes, by the way, are a fruit, even
though we treat them as a vegetable. Either
way, I invite you to see the fine selection we
are .9ff ering 11A.st now. Jim Adams IGA
tomatoes may not have curative powers --
but our prices will sure make you feel better!
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